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Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln Unusual Indictment In Lin- Summarizing the Activities
advance; single copies three cents.
coin County Outgrowth of
of Rockland’s Trade OrAdvertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Bristol Riot
j
ganization
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier w’as estab
A single Indictment against 15 per
We are to have an open forum
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln 1882. The Free Press was established sons was returned by the grand jury meeting at The Thorndike tonight,
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to of the Lincoln County Superior Court
May 19th. dinner to be served at 7
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17, 1897.
last week, which is believed to break P- m. daylight. Congressman John
n

•*

Means
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all records for unusual Indictments E. Nelson is to speak and we are en
>«.
,e. ,e. ,9,
IP
in the century-old county building, deavoring to make this a big and
TIn youth we learn, ln age we •••
nr±inH/rry ManSer °f
W“S ! worthwhile meeting. The ticket com- ,

, .
understand.—Marie Enner-Eschen- — p* esia lii g.
The indictment in question was re- ; mlttee comprises: Chairmari L. E.1
— bach.

THREE CENTS A COPY
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MacMillan Here Yesterday
MR. PHILLIPS RESIGNS
Charles C. Phillips, who has
been submaster of Rockland
High School the past eight years
has tendered his resignation,
this step closely following the
announcement that Mrs. Phil
lips has been elected as research
assistant professor in the State
University of Iowa. Mr. Phillips
has not definitely decided as to
his future vocation, but his
friends are pleased to learn that
he does not contemplate remov- j
ing from Maine for some time, j

Explorer Announces Plans For Trans-Atlantic
Flight Which Is To Begin In Rockland-

Aerial Exploration of Labrador—Teeth For

the Eskimos

turned as a result of the grand jury ' Jones. M. F. Lovejoy, L. A. Thurston, i
”,
••• ••• ••• •••
••• •••
•«.
||»
Nain has an electrically
investigation of an alleged riot at ! j. g Thompson, Marcus Chandler V
Commander Donald B. MacMillan, them.
IMMEDIATE DECISIONS
/
7±toLOenHn^e,aegM,rehthe annUalF Studley, W. H. Rhodes. Charles
lighted
schoolhouse
TWO “OLD” NEIGHBORS
whose Labrador explorations this
town meeting last March.
. r
There will also be 40,000 feet of
The meeting brought about a sharp i A' Emery- Tickets may also be se- ;
AUTHORITY TO ACT
summer are to be supplemented by
Jacob Bogues of North Waldoboro, division of opinion on one of the cured at the office at $1 per plate.
motion picture film and a projector,
I
a Civil War veteran and the oldest articles considered, and the indict
an airplane voyage across the North- all furnished by the United Artists
* * • *
man In the town, recently celebrated ment charged individuals, the young
LOCAL SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
Your
Chamber
of
Commerce
office
I
ern Atlantic, blazing the trail for a Corporation of Hollywood. A sterehis 97th birthday. By some strange est of them a little more than 11 years is busy with Community Chest work
permanent
maU route, was in opticon with 200 slides will furnish
coincidence the members of the Ma old, with unlawful assembly. Of the at this time, in ______
______
preparation for the
CONSULTATION SERVICE OF UNUSUAL
sonic bodies of that town, who gath 17 named, 15 were in court and I annual drive of that association. As
the city yesterday making some pre- visual instruction.
ered to extend congratulations, num through their attorney, Edward W. usual, this office is doing the clerical
Miss Katy Heltasch, daughter of
VALUE
liminary plans in connection with
bered exactly 97. Peculiarly enough Bridgham of Bath, pleaded not guilty. work, and it's an arduous task, that's
Dr. Paul Heltasch, missionary at
Mr. Bogues is a neighbor of Mrs. Bridgham argued in favor of a con a fact, but one well worth doing.
THE GREAT KIRMA
his proposed departure from the Labrador for 40 years, will be the first
Elizabeth F. Mank. 99, oldest woman tinuance, and Justice Manser granted
♦ * * ♦
DEALING DIRECT WITH HEADQUARTERS
in the town, both living some three his request.
J“” ” “ “ .
teacher.
Spring literature is beginning to' Held Audien^Breathless Al R“k,“d
Five of the respondents who are arrive and anyone wishing to plan
miles from the town center.
„
.
..
the -course of his talk with a CourierCommander MacMillan hopes by
under 15 were released in the custody trips is Invited to make use of the _ Park Last Night—Replies | Gazetle reporter he made public a
next
year to convert his scientific
To
obtain
this
superior
type
of
service,
which
is
of their parents. Five others ranging facilities of this office, as we can no [
I
SIX MAINE STUDENTS ILL
in age from 16 to 21 were released on doubt furnish you with the maps and
Through This Paper
number of important features which station into a second school for
worth more, but which never costs any more,
Six students at the University of their personal recognizance and five literature you wish. If they are not
Eskimo children, to be managed by
Maine were under observation gave bail for their appearance at the on hand we will obtain the same for
There was a large attendance at have not previously been published.
two American college students.
and on many forms of insurance actually costs
Thursday for signs of diphtheria at November term of court. Those pro you with no obligation to you.
Prefacing MacMillan’s flight which
Park Theatre last evening, opening
The flight to Liverpool will be for
an emergency infirmary set up in a viding bail for their appearance were
♦ # * *
night for the Great Kirma, the mys- , is to begin in Rockland and continue
purpog^ Qf demonstrating' the
less—
/
vacated women’s dormitory. Two Jesse Hoffman, Erwin Richardson.
Ovp- Station WHDH. Boston you tery man. in his baffling feats of by several stages to Liverpool. EngactiCablUty of a northern mail
members of the Sigma Chi fraternity, Lester Sykes. Elwyn Sykes and Rich
wil’ hear the Chamber of Commerce j mind reading. He is a wizard, and land, will be the departure «»1 «»e |
£
which was quarantined early this ard Sykes.
Five other persons indicted by the and’a group of local merchants each surprised even the most skeptical by | Auxiliary schooner Bowdoin from
week
and
two
girl
students
were
the
DEMAND A “CENTRAL SURETY” POLICY
Thursdav
from
5
to
5.30
daylight
in
a
It is believed that the proposed
most recent additions to the “ob grand jury were arraigned and one of
his uncanny answers to questions, Wiscasset on the afternoon of June
servation ward.” Physicians said them. Jack Fahey, alias Jack Wyman, Rockland broadcast. Tune in! This i
route is largely north of the great
office
has
received
a
great
many
!
giving
full
names
where
initials
had
20. The Bowdoin will anchor for the
that none of the six had diphtheria of Carmel, pleaded guilty to the
and letters asking for litera been signed and making statements night at Christmas Cove, proceeding fog belt of Newfoundland. Com
but that tests of cultures showed charge of cheating by false pretences. cards
ture
and
saying
that
thev
heard
our
j
positive. One student stricken with His case was placed on the special radio message, and were planning to j that were obviously corrsct. Some of thence to Nain, Labrador, a voyage mander MacMillan has been request
the disease is in a Bangor hospital. docket on payment of costs. Fahey, visit Rockland.
the answers created much merri which will occupy about three weeks ed to fly this course In order to learn
who is a man of more than 70, is al
the exact conditions at that season
t
•
•
•
•
ment,
others causing serious thought. unless ice conditions interfere.
I
leged to have sold a pair of glasses to
DANDELIONS
SI'ATE AGENTS
of the year. The return flight will
We wish to announce the names of
It was a good clean show through
a Waldoboro woman on the alleged
In
sharp
contrast
to
this
three
Dandelions on their heads
Often wear a crown,
false representation that they were two new firms added to our mem out. The picture, “It's a Wise Child.” weeks' trip will be Commander Mac be over the same route.
425 Main Street,
Rockland, Maine
First, a burning one of gold.
the proper ones for her. He was rep bership since the last issue of this starring Marion Davies, is a high
The pilot will be Charles G.
Then of hoary down.
Millan's flight from Rockland.
resented by Terrence Towle of Ban- bulletin: Lime City Sales. Inc., and class comedy.
TEL. 98
*
Rocheville of Downey, Calif., former
C.
W.
Hopkins
Garage.
“I plan to eat my breakfast in Rock
After that they wear a cap
I gor.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
+
*
• ♦ » •
manager of the Emsco Corporation
Pulled about their ears.
Major Roberts of Edgecomb pleaded
land,"
said the explorer, “and will
$4>+4-+++*+*4-4«4"F+4>4'*+*4-4-*+4“H-*+4-4-4-4>4-4-4-+++4»M"M>++++++4Fringed and furbelowed a bit.
Immediately upon his arrival in
It
seems
to
be
the
time
of
year
1
not
guilty
to
an
indictment
brought
and
a mechanic and aviator in the
Then they die. my dears.
the have my supper in Northern Labra—Katharine Washburn Harding. j last May charging breaking and en- when people throughout the country Rockland yesterday, Kirma,
United
States Navy since 1911. He
j tering. He was brought back from are planning vacation tours. Dozers original Mystery Man of India, who ] dor, 1100 miles away."
Canada a few weeks ago by Inspector of requests have been received for is appearing this week at the Publix
Arriving there Commander Mac- was one of the men detailed by the
material concerning Rockland and Park Theatre began the arduous ' Millan will await the arrival of the Government to accompany MacMil
Robert B. Watts.
Maine. All such requests are prompt task of answering his mail. The an
lan when he did his first flying in
ly answered. Looking through an swering of mail, to the average per Bowdoin which is to serve as mother
“GOODNIGHT AND 73"
*
.
average bunch of letters we find re son is really of minor importance, J and supply ship for the expedition. the American Arctic, and when Mac
£ CO Qxtj
quests from Seattle, Washington, but not so with Kirma who receives Among other supplies the Bowdoin Millan had among other companions
“
Goodnight
and
73!
”
How
often
s
rt C —3 '
5 Id
o Sjg
have you heard this expression used Toronto, Can.. Washington, D. C., hundreds of letters daily, and in j will carry 30 barrels of gasoline. Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, Floyd
-c i z es o
by certain announcers in signing off? Biddeford. Maine. Chicago. Ill., commenting upon the amount of
- O
„ 2 >>
With her coming the plane will load Bennett, Lieut. Schur, Lieut. Carl
It is borrowed, says the Pathfinder Akron. Ohio. Boston, Mass., Worces time it consumes says:
“Each letter I receive is given im and hop to Greenland, 600 miles, and Reber and A. Sorenson, all detailed
? 4)
from the old telegraphers' code, ln ter, Mass., Daytona Beach and Eus
which the signal “73” means the tis, Fla., Atlanta, Ga., Dallas. Tex., mediate attention and consideration from there to Iceland, another 600 by the Navy Department: Rocheville
£
equivalent to "my compliments" or Muncie. Indiana. Holly 8prings, as the answer may mean much to the miles. The plane will refuel at Reyk has since been engaged in an Alaskan
" co
"regards.” Similarly in the tele Miss., Milwaukee. Wis., Philadelphia, writer. Even though it requires that
survey.
graphers’ code “13” meant “under- Penn., Grand Rapids. Mich., Clinton, I carry a private secretary to assist javik, where a seaplane service is
-£
*3
!
MacMillan is equipping his plane
in
the
handling
of
my
mail,
I
gladly
Iowa.
Miami.
Fla..
Canandaigua.
N.
constantly
maintained.
: stand” and “30” indicated “the end.”
u
That is why when an old telegrapher Y„ New York City, Montclair, N. J„ : do so. for I derive no small amount
The next hop will be to the Faroe with a phone system which will en
—
in
is buried there is invariably a wreaOv Atlantic City. N. J., New London. , of pleasure from being of service to islands. 300 miles, and if fair weath able him to talk with the schooner
i those with whom I come in contact.”
Conn, Bonifay, Fla., etc.
bearing the numerals “30.”
* • ♦ •
During Kirma’s stay in Rockland, er conditions prevail, the next stop Bowdoin for 600 miles, and under
good conditions 1500 miles—the same
Helpful folders on the subject of he will answer questions for readers will be Liverpool.
Ask us about this remarkable new device which
small store arrangement have of The Courier-Gazette through its
The Lockheed monoplane which system as that used by the Trans
.
been prepared by the Domestic Dis columns. There is of course, no , _
automatically feeds the burners from barrel or tank
tribution Department of the U. S. charge connected with the asking of Comtnander MacMillan is to use in continental Western Express, He
Chamber of Commerce. Your copy | questions. All that is necessary is to ! his Labrador and trans-Atlantic expects to lose contact with the Bow
in the cellar.
may be obtained through your local fill ln the coupon below, attach to voyage is now at Glendale, Calif., doin when he gets beyond Iceland,
Chamber at 20c—and you may secure your question and mail to “The bei
^.pp^ with photographic
The schooner Bowdoin will carry
Vacant Store Next to
h
b k
also a folder on store advertising for Kirma Question Box." in care of The
10% Off on All Wal Papers.
An automatic fuel supply for Range Burners,
14
men on her Labrador voyage, and
!
Courier-Gazette
and
the
answer
will
apparatus,
and
should
arrive
at
the
12c cost prices to us.
Let me show you samples
Woolworths
appear in the following issue.
) Squantum Airport in about two weeks. Commander MacMillan yesterday
Garage Heaters, Hot Water Heaters, Etc.
Reasonable Prices
CHANGE OF FIREPROOF
These are answers to the first few It is a seven-passenger machine, but authorized The Courier-Gazette to
questions received yesterday.
by'substituting aluminum tanks for say that the personnel is nearly com
FRED
FERNALD
A deal was completed just before
RELIABLE, CONVENIENT, INEXPENSIVE
E. B. S—Yes. I see that the four of the seats Commander Mac plete.
ROCKLAND, ME.
noon today whereby Charles H. Berry change which you have in mind is
Auspices R. H. S. Sophomores
Telephone 575-R After 5.30
In command of course will be Capt.
buys the interests of Lloyd M. Law necessary. It will take you in the Millan will be able, he says to increase
.
60-61
60-tf
rence and E M. Lawrence in the Fire 1 direction of south, and financially the plane's cruising radius to 2800 miles John Crowell of Gloucester in
These devices are simple and cost but little—yet
proof Garage and becomes sole for the better.
without a stop. The machine can be whose ability the explorer has utmost
we offer an additional easy payment inducement.
proprietor. The business will remain
A. S. C.—You will not be success equipped with wheels, pontoons or faith. William Jennison of Portland
a corporation with Mr. Berry as ful in obtaining the article you have
skids. It will come to Squantum will be first mate and John Jaynes
I In mind.
president and treasurer.
Call or Write For Information
H. L.—I do not feel that you have with wheels, which will be exchanged of Freeport will be chief engineer.
given this issue careful consideration. for pontoons before the plane reaches Mr. Jaynes has been with MacMillan
This other man does not really care Rockland. The date of its arrival eight years, and for 22 years was a
for you. Neither will he leave his here is about June 7.
teacher in the Somerville (Mass.)
t
THC
wife for you. A step of this nature
The principal object of this sum High School. Ralph Brooks of Calu
would not only disappoint you, but
eUGfeNC
think of the suffering you would mer’s trip to Labrador is to survey met City, who was on the Bowdoin ln
I
cause your children.
as much as possible of the 300 miles 1929 will be the radio operator.
MeTHOD
Rockland
Telephone 260
J. C.—Keep in mind, that one can of unmapped coastline. Photographs Among the members of the crew will
not have succeess. However, one can will be made from a height of 14,000 be John Post, Chicago; Ned Brown,
la lb«
ie fentlq
avtbod of perm*.
know it. My conception of success
■•■« waoiag —
and the opinion of another may be feet, and, according to Commander Wilmette, Ill.; Edward Hoffman,
w4tb tiny |rta of
rfeon wb'itr Mem.
entirely different, therefor success MacMillan more can be accomplished Chicago; Henry Esberg, White Plains,
❖
is a mental conception. Understand? in a single season flying at a speed N. Y., and Tony Alexander (cook),
Y. P.—No. By all means do not of 140 miles an hour than could be Provincetown.
MABELLE
consider marriage to this man. He
Commander MacMillan plans to
4>
is not capable of supporting himself, done in 10 years by the old method
BEAUTY SHOPPE
4with
dog
teams,
and
it
can
be
done
have
the Bowdoin back in a Maine
let
alone
a
wife.
TEL. 683-W
Come into our Special Sale Store, Masonic Temple ❖ 483 MAIN ST.
port Sept. 15.
In the future no persons will be admitted to the socials
60-62
L. S. K.—Yes. I do see happiness much more accurately.
for your mother. '
As map man Commander MacMil
held at Rockland High School except those in the fol
Building, and see what your dollar will buy in Elec- *
AT THE COUNTRY CLUB
R. T.—I suggest that you retain lan is to take along J. A. Newcomb,
lowing groups:
the ifroperty which you are at this an expert from the Curtiss-Wright
trie Equipment.
J
time holding. Although you do not
The cheerful weekend weather saw
•
1. Pupils now attending High School.
realize it now, it will prove a very Flying Service.
a good turnout of the more enthusi
valuable investment for you in the
As the benefactor of the Eskimo
THIS IS A TRUE OPPORTUNITY SALE
astic golfers at the Country Club.
2. Graduates of Rockland High School.
future.
race in Northern Labrador Com
H. R.-rYour wife has given you mander MacMillan is taking along Roger Sorrent, greenskeeper (and a
And there’s only a short time left!
*
RIVERSIDE PAVILION three
3. Parents of Rockland High School pupils.
good one) at Wawenock, visited the
opportunities to make good,
60-lt
and you have failed in all attempt-; Dr. Adelbert W. Fernald, curator ot course and was surprised at the
MEDOMAK, ME.
This is because of your lack of will 1 the Harvard Dental Clinic; who is to progress of the greens He said the
1931 GOODS AT PRE-WAR PRICES!
Five Miles South of Waldoboro
power. I do not feel that she will do some intensive dentistry among
❖
Music:
poor weather of the past week has
♦
give you another chance.
the Eskimos during the two months delayed the grass somewhat, but
W. S.—No. I do not advise the
Pierce’s Orchestra
purchase of this business. You are that the expedition will base at Nain. with a little sunshine he will roll and
of Augusta
i
being misinformed regarding the The poor whites or “live-yeres” as cut some of the greens by next week.
60Ttf
*•’
possibilities of it.
At
they are known to the explorers, will The course will positively be playable
OWL’S HEAD
T. M.—No, Madam. He will never also benefit from the free clinics
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
$
by July first, was his closing com
SPRUCE HEAD
return to you. neither will he sup
Town Hall
port his child. I advise that you in the course of which the mission ment. . . . There are nine tempor
Community Hall
4-4-4-4-4*4-4*‘f>4>4>4>4>4>4-4>4'*+<t4>4>4>4>4*4-4-4><M'4'<t"M>*<t>*+*++<(>**+*4>-»**
forget and start anew.
aries will be instructed how to make ary greens in play for those who
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
M. P. P.—The success of your suit teeth. Free clinics have already want to get out in the fresh air and
THURSDAY NIGHT
depends upon M I do not advise been established at Hopedale and sunshine—vitamin D, so they say. ..«
MAY 20
MAY 21
Incidentally, anyone desiring lessons
i that you permit this party to testify,
Nain, and a third is to be established can arrange for appointments by
Smalley’s Orchestra
i C. V.—Yes madam. A boy.
Smalley’s Orchestra
! D. H. K.—The insurance policy was this summer at Makkovik. To this phoning 26. where they will find Pro
Square and Round Dances
Auspices Bay View Society
Those Dances at the
| misplaced in an old cedar chest In end the schooner Bowdoin will carry Moran ready to give the best of in
57Ttf
59-60
SOUTH CUSHING
your attic. Look there and you will a full dental equipment of drills, struction. . . . The Maine Open will
probably be played this year on the
recover same.
lathes, loose teeth, plates, wax, etc. Wawenock course at Damariscotta,
GRANGE HALL
A. B.—Drinking will not help your
Dental instruments and substitute the date Sept. 10-11.
Round Trip to
situation. It only tends to impair
Kirk’s Band
the concentration, and hamper your grinders are not the only things con
wit
j efforts to recover from this loss.
Large, comfortable S.S. “BEL Correspondingly low rates
tained in the $10,000 cargo to be car YOUR FAVORITE POEM
r
S. S. F—There is nothing in the ried by the Bowdoin.
lings.
from
other
landir
FAST" and S.S. "CAMDEN”
WHO HATH A BOOK
modern Bible which is not consistent
Musical instruments for the 20Friday excursion sails from Rockland,
Who hath a book
with the doctrine of reincarnation.
provide spacious airy state May
22, 8p.m. (D.S.T.), returning Sat.,
Has
friends at hand,
piece
brass
band
at
Nain
are
includ

It is a fact that this doctrine was at
And gold and gear
rooms, wide promenade decks, May 23, 5 p.m. (D.S.T.). Arrives Rock
one
time
a
part
of
religion,
especially
ed,
saxophone
and
all.
The
Eskimos
At
hls
command.
land early Sun. a.m.
during the time of Christ.
already have a very good band,
excellent meals, on a glorious Saturday excursion sails from Rockland,
And rich estates.
4.4-•> 4* 4.4-4.
4*
If he but look.
May 23, 8 p.m. (D.S.T.), returning
Sell Your Broilers and Fowl While 4two nights ocean voyage.
Are held by him
,
4- coached by the Moravian mission
Mon., May 25, 5 p.m. (D.S.T.). Arrives
4>
4* aries, who are lovers of music.
Who hath a book.
the
Market
is
High
Rockland early Tues. a.m.
4>Name ................................................ ❖
EAT AND ENJOY
4.
♦ School supplies will be another im
Who hath a book
Call or write
4.
4* portant factor of the cargo. Com- ■
Has but to read
And he may be
J Address ..............................
J
A
king, indeed.
mander MacMillan has been helping
COHEN BROS.
4*
STEAMSHIP LINES
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
educate
Eskimo
children
for
25
years
,
Hls
kingdom
Is
J Date of Birth................................ .j.
WARREN, TEL. 2-3
His inglenook
49-tf
For rtservations apply ROCKLAND WHARF
44. and this summer will furnish food,
All this is his
And a Truck Will Call
♦
4- cothing and schoolbooks for 40 01!
Who hath a book.
60-tf
♦*-F4.4.4.4-4>4>4.4.4>4"F4«M*4.4>4*4.4-4.4.4.
—Unknown.

E. C. Moran Company, Inc.

I

Users of Range Oil Burners

Throw Away

- £

The Messy Oil Bottles!

'

RUMMAGE

SALE

PAINTING
WHITENING AND
PAPER HANGING

Saturday, May 23

DOLLAR SPECIALS I

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

Watch Our Windows for the Most Astound- ❖
ing “DOLLAR SPECIAL” Values -

presented in Rockland in years!

R. H. S. SOCIALS

*

Electric Accessories

DANCE

Every Wednesd’y Nite

DANCE

DANCE

Central Maine Power Co.

Special Week-End Excursions

EVERY
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

BOSTON s685

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

CHISHOLMS

EASTERN

V*
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“ON MY SET”

THE

SCHOOLBOY

Every-Other-Day

LEAGUE

three-tuIes-a-week

Rockland, Me., May 19, 1931.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
May 16. 1931. there was printed a total of (
6203 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Vinalhaven, With Slate Unbroken, Meets Its Acid Test At
Thomaston Next Saturday

by Middleton 15. by Bailey 7, by HagTills Week’s Games
Wednesday, May 20—Thomaston gett 1. Umpires, Shields and Anderat Rockland; Lincoln at Camden.
Saturday May 23—Rockland at
The Pirates Split
Behind the brilliant relief pitching
Lincoln; Vinalhaven at Thomaston.
Because a tree is a friend that we
of Dick Perry the Pirates came from
• * • *
behind to score three times in the
My enjoyment of the Sunday
dislike to take leave of we have
The League Standing
ninth and take the season's opener
night programs between 8.30 and
watched with interest the removal of
9.30, was handicapped by some
With three straight victories to from the Rockland Cubs by an 8-7
those two huge elms from the corner i pronounced local distarbanre, the
their credit, and no black mark yet score. The Cubs opened by scoring
of the Ingraham home at Union and' nature of which is foreign to my
three runs in the first inning off
on the slate, Vinalhaven High School Robbins. The Pirates evened it up
limited knowledge. I am curious
Lindsey streets—not alone because
has certainly gotten away to a fly in their first inning and then staking
to know how far reaching it was.
their bulk involved some engineering
ing start in the Knox and Lincoln the Cubs a run in the second went
skill, but because they were among
the lead scoring twice in their
The Society for the Suppression
League. Whether the team can into
half of tile frame.
the old, old trees of the city, trees
of Sopranos is rapidly increasing
make a successful assault at Styvie
Perry went into the box in the third
its membership. The soprano is
put out by the earlier settlers. Copi
Hill in Thomaston Is now the ques and had the Cubs helpless, except
okay
in
the
church
or
the
concert
ously put out, in fact, and sometimes
tion which has fhe fans of Knox and when they bunched three hits for two
hall, but very few of them seem
in these later days requiring to give
runs in the fifth und scored another
to have the faculty of producing
Lincoln Counties agog with excite ill the sixth without a hit. The
way to what we designate as modem ! real harmony in a radio broad
ment. The standing:
Pirates went runless after the second
cast, for reasons unknown to the
improvements. Though one is never
Won Lost P.C inning until the ninth when they put
writer.
readily reconciled to seeing any of
Vinalhaven .... ......... 3
0
1.000 across thc winning runs off Marshal:
••• ••• •••
these ancient citizens brought under
Thomaston ..... ........ 2
1
.066 the Cubs' relief hurler. Day reached
Sandy MacFarlane and his rep
o
the axe. We don’t know who it was
Camden
...........
2
500 first on an error, E. Freeman singled
ertoire of Scotch character songs,
Lincoln ............ ........ 1
3
.333 and Tripp walked to fill the bases
planted these two, but surely it was
ballads and bagpipes moved into
Rockland ................. 0
3
.000 Day scored oil Annis' infield rap, E.
thc NBC studios Saturday night,
done a century and more ago. In
Freeman tied the score on Ca. Mosh
and
will
be
heard
over
WGY
at
their flourishing old age they had
er's perfect bunt and Tripp crossed
9.30 p, m. each Saturday night in
Camden
9,
Rockland
7
with the winning marker when Mar
outgrown the space alloted to them,
a series entitled “Over the Heath
Rockland High had a lead of three shall booted Ci. Mosher's roller. Perry
unpleasantly over-topping the houseer with Sandy MacFarlane." Macruns when she ended her half of the fanned nine Cubs and continued his
farlane is known as the Sir Harry
roof. The massive butts of them
eighth inning at Camden Saturday winning streak where he left off last
Lauder
of
New
England.
He
was
immediately under the ground were
and it looked as if her efforts were at year with six straight.
a member of the original Roxy
In the second contest the Pirates
last to be rewarded with a victory.
amazing, requiring days of labor
Gang.
Duncan had been going along at a were not so fortunate. The Tydols
to dislodge, and sturdy wagons to
••• ••• •••
good clip in the box. and there was no scored twice in the opening inning
Heart-wringing ballads of thc
convey their tons of weight to the
cloud in the sky, not even the size off "Chummy" Gray but the Pirates
sobbing
90's
will
be
dramatized
in
city dump. Alas, poor Yorick, to
of a man's hand, to foretell that the tame back in their half to score four
a burlesque series hooked over
runs on two errors, a double by
storm was about to break.
spend a century supporting a tower
WGY Saturday at 8 p. m. and
And when the storm did come it Tripp. Ca Mosher's single and a
ing superstructure of trunk and limb
each Saturday night thereafter.
was from an unexpected quarter, for double by Cl. Mosher. Scoring a run
The series will be known as
in the teeth of the fiercest gales, to
it was the hard working and usually in the third and another in the fifth
“Beauteous Ballads," taken from
find themselves at the last of it over
reliable Gay who made two misplays on Gatti's double and a single by
the period when they sang of the
in short field that allowed two Cam Dondis the Tydols knotted the count
taken by the ignominy of the public
girl who returned home without a
den batters to reach first, and sand The Pirates went ahead in the sixth
dump.
wedding ring or warbled “Don't
wiched in with these errors were hits on a walk, Cl. Mosher's hit, an error
Go Near the Barroom, Father.”
by Alexander. Nash. Greenlaw and and a hit by Gray, which netted two
Each episode of the series will
‘‘Songs of the Coast of Maine"
Miller. Duncan patched Wentworth runs. The Tydols won out in the final
renter about one such song, open
for good measure, and when the frame by pounding out four runs off
gathers into an attractive volume the
ing with the first verse and
casualty list was finally summarized Gray, a lead the Pirates could not
poems of Hattie Vose Hall, most of
chorus. Then will follow a melo
Rockland's chances had been dam overcome. Gardner hurled well for
drama telling the story of the bal
which have had their first appear
aged to the extent of five runs. This the winners. The scorer
lad, closing again with the song.
Cubs
proved fatal, for Rockland did not
ance in the magazines and other pub
Prominent singers and orches
tb r bh po a e
get
so
far
as
second
in
the
ninth
in

lications. It’s dedication to the mem
tras will recreate the lyrical ho
II. Fifield, p, lb .... 5 1 2 7 2 0
ning.
kum of the past.
ory of her father, Oliver Gray Hall,
The teams were equally erratic in Frye, c ................... 3 116 3 0
■•**•■ ^*
recalls to older people one of Rock
the field, and the balance of batting Jenkins, rf ............ 2 0 0 0 0 0
As the “knights of the roaring
power was found in that fatal eighth, F. Fifield, cf .......... 4 0 0 3 0 0
land's finest citizens of a generation
road" conclude their gruelling con
2 1
up to which time Duncan had more Stevens, 3b ............ 4 112
and more ago. Her early days spent
test for America's premier racing
than held his own with Greenlaw, Engleson, lb, 2b .... 4 0 1 5 0 0
among these regions of the coast fur
car honors at the Indianapolis
who is rightfully classed as one of Curry, ss ............... 3 1114 0
Speedway May 30, the finish will
nish their author a natural part ol
the three best pitchers ln the Knox Marshall, 2b, p ... 3 0 112 2
Rackliffe, rf .......... 3 1 0 0 0 1
be reported by Graham McNamee.
and Lincoln League.
the background for the poems which
2 2 1 0 0 0
It is estimated that the last c ie
And speaking of batting, it re Knight, rf .........
carry the tang of the salt air and the
hundred miles of the 500-mile
mained for John LaCrosse to carry Williams, if ........ 2 0 0 0 0 0
fragrance of the trees of perpetual
grind will be reported in the hour
off the honors in this game, as he
allotted to the broadcast.
35 7 8 25*13 4
green that cover its shores. Miss
was the only player to hit safely three
Pirates
•♦••••
times, and two of his three hits were
Hall writes with a hand moved bj’
tb r bh po a e
run producers. Miller swung into
Mrs, Sargent, principal of
real poetic feeling. Her little volume
Camden's offensive in fine style with F. Freeman, ss ...... 5 12 12 1
Rockland Commercial College, is
of thirty-seven poems will happily
2 7 1 1
a double, which, unfortunately, for Day. c, if ............... 4 2
broadcasting this evening from
2 2 1 1
grace the table of every lover ol
him. counted for naught; and a E. Freeman, 3b ___ 5 2
Station WLBZ, in the Coopera
single which spelled “doom” for' Gray, if ................... 2 0 0 0 0 0
Maine who enjoys encountering in
tive Review from 8.15 to 8.45,
Tripp, c ................... 1 1
0 4 2 1
Rockland.
Her final broadcast will take
agreeably turned verse the atmos
2 0 0 0
There were two outstanding plays j Ca. Mosher, cf ........ 4 0
place
on
Saturday
evening
of
this
phere of its land and sea. The
1 0 0 1
in this game—Joy's running catch of Annis. rf ................. 4 2
week.
volume, handsomely done by the
Flanaean’s fly near the foul line; Cl. Mosher, lb ____ 4 0 0 13 0 0 j
1 0 3 0,
and Gay's beautiful running catch Perry, 2b, p .......... 3. 0
Northeastern Press of Augusta, with
A concert in memory of the
Robbins, p .............. 1 0 0 0 0 0
of Greenlaw's fly into short center.
illustrations, is limited to an edition
late George W. Chadwick, Direc
Carter, 2b .............. 3 0 0 0 1 0
The score :
tor Emeritus, of the New Eng
of three hundred copies.
Camden High
land Conservatory of Music, will
36 8 10 27 10 4
ab r bh tb po a e
he given in Jordan Hall tonight
Miller, rf .......... 5 1 2 3 0 0 0 • One out when winning run scored.
It can be recalled by most of us
by the Conservatory Orchestra. (Lord, 2b .......... 5 1 0 0 3 4 0 Cubs ............... 3 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0—7 1
rat when electricity took the fielc
From 8.30 to 9 p. m. by courtesy
Alexander, lb .. 4 2 2 2 11 0 1 Pirates ............ 32000000 3—8
ine years ago gas was predicted
Two-base hits, H. Fifield, Knight.
of the National Broadcasting Co.,
Inman, cf ........ 4 2 2 2 1 0 0
s doomed to an early extinction,
a portion of the program will be 1 Nash, ss .......... 3 11114 1 Bases on balls, off Fifield 2. Struck
broadcast over the NBC network j Wadsworth, 3b.. 2000001 out, by Robbins 3, Fifield 4, Perry 9,
he truth of the matter is that gas,
Prince. 3b ....... 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 Marshall 2. Winning pitcher, Perry.
when these numbers will be
istead of being counted out, has
Joy, If .............. 3 11110 0 Losing pitcher, Marshall.
heard: “Elegiac Overture, AdoSecond Game
trough active business methods not
nais” by Chadwick, and “Chorale [ Wentworth, c.. 3100722
Tydols
4 0 112 10
nly held its own but steadily inin B minor” by Cesar Franck, [ Greenlaw, p .... _________________
tb r bh po a e
arranged for organ and orches
-eased a hold through its application
35 9 9 10*26 12 5 O'Farrel, cf ........... 4 2 2 2 0 0
tra by Wallace Goodrich.
) modern domestic uses. This receives
Gatti, 3b ................. 4 2 2 1 3 1
Rockland High
Chaples, ss .............. 4 113 0 1
lecial llustration in our own local
ab r bh tb po a e Dondis, rf ................ 4 0 1 0 0 0
Thursday, at 12.10 .p. m. over
ield, where, the management tell us,
Gay, ss .............. 4 2 1 1 4 6 3 Velento, lb ............ 3 119 0 0
WNAC a broadcast will be given
tat while electricity figures chiefly
by Arthur P. DeCamp, C.S.B., of I Freeman, lb .. 3 1 0 0 12 1 0 Winchenbach, 2b .. 4 0 1 0 0 0
St. Louis, Mo., a member of the I LaCrosse, 2b .... 5 2 3 3 1 4 0 Whittaker, c .......... 3 0 15 10
s the source of light and power, gas
Board of Lectureship of Boston ' Flanagan, c .... 5 0 113 10 Murphy, If .............. 3 0 0 1 0 0
i by no means a negligible quantity,
of the Mother Church. This 1 Faulklngham, If 5111000 Gardner, p .............. 2 2 1 0 2 1
ut finds employment in the home
3b ..... 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
broadcast has particular interest ■; Thomas,
N. Mazzeo, cf . 4100201
3 a degree undreamed-of at that
31 8 10 21 6 3
in that Mr. DeCamp is to lecture
J. Mazzeo, rf.. 4012 100
Pirates
ime when the property of the old
in Rockland June 2.
Duncan, p ........ 4 0 0 0 0 2 0
tb r bh po a e
ompany passed into the hands ot
F. Freeman, ss ./...... 4 10 2 11
Speaking
by
radio
telephone
38
7
7
8
24
14
5
he present active and progressive
Day, c, if ................. 4 0 0 C 1 0
from aboard thc S.S. Leviathan,
•Thomas out for interference
E. Freeman, 3b ...... 4 12 2 10
orporation.
300 miles off Sandy Hook, Robert
Camden ......... 20020005 x 9 I Tripp, c ,.................. 2 113 0 0
L. Ripley, creator of the worldRockland ........ 10001230 0—7 Annis, rf ................. 3 0 0 0 0 0
famous “Believe It Or Not” car
Two-base hits, Miller, J. Mazzeo.
It is to be noted with satisfaction
toons, will inaugurate a new | Bases on balls, off Greenlaw 4, off Ca. Mosher, cf...... 2 2 1 0 0 0
Cl. Mosher, lb ........ 2 1 2 5 2 0
that the matter of a garden club in
series of programs over a Nation
Duncan, 1. Struck out, by Green Perry, 2b ................. 3 0 0 2 3 1
our city is to have real consideration
al Broadcasting Company hook
law 9. by Duncan 3. Hit bv pitcher, Carter, If ............... 2 0 0 0 0 0
up tomorrow evening from 7.45
at the meeting called for tomorrow
Wentworth.
Sacrifice hit, Nash. Gray, p ................... 3 0 113 0
to 8 o'clock.
Double play, LaCrosse, Gay and Free
evening. Here is a field, we believe,
man. Umpire, Kennedy.
Scorer,
31 6 7 21 11 2
waiting only to be opened that it
Winslow.
WITH THE BOWLERS
Tydols ..................... 2 0 1 0 1 0 4—8
may afford opportunity for a civic
• « « »
I Pirates ................... 4 0 0 0 0 2 0—5
improvement that shall yield gen
Vinalhaven 15, Lincoln 1
i Two-base hits, Tripp, Cl. Mosher,
The 10-string elimination contest
Middleton celebrated his 15th birth Gatti. Double plays, Gray, Perry and
erous dividends. What Belfast, Cam at Carr's alleys Friday night saw
den and Thomaston have done in Glidden in the coveted role of high day by fanning 15 Lincoln batters Cl. Mosher. Bases on balls, off Gardwhile his team piled up 15 ruiys. It
this connection it should be possible liner, with Fred Black as runner-up. looked like a possible no hit game I ner 2, off Gray 2. Struck out, by
' Gardner 5, by Gray 9.
The
latter
also
had
the
highest
single.
to see abundantly repeated in Rock
until Haggett singled in the eighth
The scores:
land. Let us think upon these charm
S. Rogers, 77, 90, 111, 122, 91, 109, inning. Middleton in this game looked
CAMDEN
like the best left hander since Elmer
ing lines of Thomas Edward Brown's: 82, 98. 92, 75—947.
______
Rising
served
them
up
for
Rockland.
Orff, 85 . 81, 86, 77, 83, 104, 85, 95,
A garden is a lovesome thing, God wot!
J Tuesday at the Comique Theatre
Clifford
showed
the
boys
v»hy
he
is
Rose plot.
95 , 92—883.
the attraction will be “Rango;”
Fringed pool
F. Black, 96, 93, 91, 95, 93, 98, 93, batting clean-up man by driving out Wednesday and Thursday. Joan
Fern'd grot—
four straight hits and driving in five
19Q 7Q <14_ Qfil
The veriest school
Crawford in “Dance, Fools, Dance;”
Of peace; and yet the fool
"Glidden, 93, 101, 100, 90, 109, 94, i runs. Hopkins drew three walks and Friday, “The Royal Family;" Satur
Contends that God is not—
stole four bases.
104,
92,
92.
105
—
980.
day, Lew Ayers in “The Doorway to
Not God! In gardens! when the eve Is
Clark, the Lincoln center fielder, Hell.
”
?
cool?
Hapworth, 72, 78, 86, 81, 96, 80, 93, mgde
a nice running catch, and Bates,
Nay, but I have a sign;
78, 118. 73—855.
Mt.
Battie
Lodge
will
meet
Tues

’Tis very sure God walks ln mine.
Lincoln
shortstop,
ran
into
short
left
• • « •
day evening and there will be work
field to rob Coombs of a hit.
In
the
10-string
elimination
series
in the second degree.
On a recent visit to the Arlington
The score:
at Carr’s alleys last night these score?
Vinalhaven
At a meeting of Camden Com
Cemetery we noted, as doubtless were made: Norton 988, Daris 987,
ab r bh tb po a
mandery, K. T„ to be held Tuesday
countless other visitors have done, Jacobs 984. McLoon 966. Martin 952.
2
evening, there will be work in the
Hopkins, ss .... 2 3 1
the omission from the new construc The largest string was 117, bowled by A. Patrick, lb .... 2 3 0 0 6
Red Cross and Malta degrees.
tion of that first stanza of the famous Daris.
White, c .......... 2 3 1 1 14
Dr. and Mrs. Nellie B. Foster re
Clifford, rf ...... 5 1 4
poem that was inscribed above the ,
turned to New York City Sunday
STRAND
THEATRE
Middleton, p .... 5 2 1
after spending a week in town look
old gates:
| Swanson, if .... 5 2 2
ing after their property on High
“On Fame's eternal camping-ground
Experience in the juvenile court, 1 Guilford. 2b ..... 5 10
street. They will return later for
Their silent tents are spread.
the season.
And glory guards, with solemn round. made famous by former Judge Ben Woodcock, 3b .... 5 0 2
The bivouac ol the dead."
Lindsey, laid the foundation for Coombs, cf ...... 3 0 0
Gavin W. Allen, C.S.B., of Toronto,
Canada, will deliver a lecture on
It would be difficult to conceive a many of the episodes embraced in | Lyford, cf ........ 2 0 0
Christian Science June 5 at the
more suitable inscription for that “Young Sinners," Wednesday and
36 15 11 12 27 7
Thursday feature.
church edifice on Central street at 8
great resting-place of the country’s
Lincoln
In “Young Sinners," the lad, por
clock. The public is cordially in
ab r bh tb po a
honored dead, one that more deeply trayed by Hardie Albright, is taken
vited.
...... 4 10 0 2
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Bunker and
appeals to the emotions of the visitor. from thc debauchery of a too wealthy Bates, ss
Haggett, 2b, p. .. 4 0 114
Mrs. Charles Tilden were weekend
We feel that its restoration would be environment and placed in the com | Plummer,
3b.... 3 0 1111
pany of a rough, yet patient and wise
guests of Mrs. Tilden’s father Isaac
greeted with universal satisfaction physical instructor. The tralrer, a Fuller, lb ........ 3 0 0 0 8 0
Leadbetter and Mrs. Arthur Parsons
by the thousands who annually make role played by Thomas Itleighan, j Bailey, p, 2b ... 4 0 0 0 0 2
at Stockton Springs.
popular screen star, encourages the Tukcy, if ...... 3 0 0 0 1 1
Mrs. Leo F. Strong entertains the
pilgrimage to that sacred spot.
0
boy by reason of his fatherly attitude Nelson, rf ........ 4 0
Friday Auction Club this week at her
1
to take serious interest in outdoor Elliott, c .......... 4 0
home on Pearl street.
0
Lewiston Journal: "It was some sports. Ultimately he makes a man Clark, cf .......... 3 0
Mrs. Frank Hardy and Capt. and
what risky lor that Rockland pastor of thc youth, but not without the
Mrs. Harry Annis have returned to
32 1 3 3 24 11 8 Deer Isle after a visit with Mrs. A
to give his parish the choice of a assistance of the boy's sweetheart,
Two-base hits, Woodcock. Double T. Newhall.
year's sermons to be repeated. What Constance Sinclair, the role played
play, Hopkins, Guilford and Patrick;
if nobody wanted anything, but a new by Dorothy Jordan.
Willis Hudson has returned from
one!" Ah, Mr. Journal man, perhaps
Peter B. Kyne's "Never the Twain Tukcy, Bates and Plummer. Bases Los Angeles, Calif., where he spent
you don’t know that all Rockland Shall Meet" is completing its run on balls, off Middleton 3, off Bailey 8 the winter.
today.—adv.
1 Hit by pitcher, Patrick. Struck out,
6ermons are worth hearing twice!
Mrs. A. B. Rogers has returned to

Sepco automatic electric water heater scores again-

For every one that asketh re- j
ceiveth; and he that seeketh findeth;
and to him that knocketh it shall be
opened—Matt. 7:8.

“Very satisfactory ... we have plenty of HOT water

at all times at a reasonable cost”
—says George E. Safford, Dexter*

0HE

above statement
of this well - known
Dexter resident is
typical of over 600
satisfied Sepco water
heater users.
Automatic

in

operation,

this electric heater provides
an abundance of hot water

for the baths, the dishes, the

family washing,

the

scrub

bing and the hundred-and-one
other uses in

every

home.

Simply turn the faucet and
it’s ready night or day.

The home of George E. Safford of Dexter in which an abundance
of hot water for every use is provided with a Sepco automatic electric
heater.

Once

Sepco is a unique

water

heater consisting of a stand
ard copper tank with a heat

ing

element

extending

through the center, the entire
tank being encased in a gran
ulated c or*k insulation 3

installed you

give it a thought.

never

SPECIAL

It pro

vides 50 gallons of hot water

1 y2c RATE

at less than the cost of a

per kwh

package of gum per member

for users of

of your family per day.

Let us tell you more about

tX’"

Water Heaters

inches thick preventing the

this ideal hot water service,

—also ask for details about the

of

just phone and a representa

3d Step Rate

least

possible

radiation

heat to the outside.

tive will call.

Central Maine Power Company

The 50-ffallon Sepco au
tomatic elcctrio water
boater which retails for
$165 when installed to
uour present system.

at any of

our storea

•The fourth in a scries of testimonials of EatLf.?d customers.

her home at Jonesport after a visit
in Camden.
Miss Anne Fletcher is visiting
friends in Foxboro, Mass.
The last Masonic assembly of the
season will be held at Masonic hall
Thursday evening. Music by Dean's
orchestra.
Miss Montana Thomas arrives
from Newark, N. J., Wednesday for
a visit with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Thomas, Sea street. Miss
Thomas is taking nurses training at
the St. Barnabas Hospital in Newark.
Capt. William Annis, Mrs. Belle
Gilkey, Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur and
Mrs. Robert Jamieson motored to
Bangor and Skowhegan Sunday.
Harry Thomas of Andover is visit
ing his brother, Town Manager Herb
ert Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Comelis have
arrived from New York and opened

their cottage on Bay View street for
the summer.
Miss Marion Calder who is in
training at St. Barnabas Hospital in
Newark, N. J., is to arrive Wednesday
for a vacation of three weeks with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Finlay
Calder.
• • • •
Miss Harriet B. Annis
The funeral of Miss Harriet B.
Annis, 78, was held Monday after
noon from her home on Elm street,
Rev. Winfield Witham officiating.
Miss Annis was born in Camden and
had always resided here. She leaves
one sister, Miss Mary Annis of this
place and two brothers, John Herbert
Annis of Braintree, Mass., and Oscar
B. Annis of Camden. She was a
member of the First Congregational
Church and Ladies’ Circle and a

charter member of Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Lodge., Miss Annis was a
singer of unusual ability her services
being in great demand and she gave
freely of her time and talent. Inter
ment was in the family lot in Moun
tain Street cemetery.

TENANT'S HARBOR

George to go on a 50-50 basis. The im
provement society of that place is to
contribute $800 and the town an equal
amount.
William Clayter of Lincolnville has
moved his family into one part of thc
Faila house for the summer. Mr.
Clayter is a paving cutter and em
ployed at Willardham.
Thadeus Maxwell of Massachusetts
was at Mr. and Mrs. Henry Paterson’s
Sunday.
Knox County Union of Young Peo
ple's Societies is to have its first con
ference next Saturday at 2 o’clock
standard at the Baptist Church, War
ren. All churches with young people’s
societies are asked to send large dele
gations.

Elmo Falla motored to Rockland
Saturday.
Henry Allan and Dean Kalloch went
to New York Wednesday. Mr. Kalioch is to enter Sailors' Snug Har
bor, Staten Island.
Mrs. Anna Trask with Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph U. Clark and children of Rock
land were dinner guests Sunday at
the home of Perley Trask.
Clarence Thompson, road commis
sioner, has the Job to build the road
It is strange how a man will chase
to Clark Island, the town of St. a girl until she catches him.

TONIGHT

TONIGHT

See the Sleeping Lady
In Our Window
At 7.30 Tonight the GREAT KIRMA will hypnotize a beautiful
girl in our show window.

She will sleep on a SIMMONS BEAUTY REST MATTRESS

and will remain under the spell of the great Mystic for 24 hours un
til Wednesday night at 7.30 when she will be awakened on the Stage
of Park Theatre.

FREE Select any piece of Furniture in our store—
-------------- not necessary to buy anything. You may be
the lucky one when the names ate drawn. Drawing
takes place at 9 p. m. Thursday on the stage of the Park
Theatre and the winner will receive immediate delivery
of the gift he or she has selected. Store open Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings.

Be Sure

The Eastern

To See the

is a

Simmons

Simmons

Sleep

Bedding

Section

Store

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD events
May 20—Annual meeting and straw
berry festival of Baptist Men's League.
May 22—Ye Little Olde Folks Concert
at Universalist Church.
May 23—Annual Poppy Day. American
Legion.
May 23—Knox County Union of Young
People's Societies meets at Baptist
Church, Warren. 2 p. m.. standard time.
May 26—Graduation .of Knox Hospital
May 27—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at Belfast.
May 28—Knox County W.C.T.U. Con
vention ln Warren, at the Baptist
Church, Miss Helen Louise Byrnes speak
er.
May 28- Rockport Town hall—Oper
etta Aunt Drusllla’s Garden." by East
Side grade schools.
May' 30—Memorial Day.
May 30—Letter Carriers’ convention
In Biddeford
June 5—Walter L. Main's circus.
June 16—Community Chest drive.
June 23-28—Baptist State convention
at Ocean Park.
July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern
Yacht Club ln Penobscot Bay.
July 4—Independence Day.
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Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
The meeting of the Knox and Lin
evening, with supper at 6.30 under the coln past grands and past noble
direction of Mrs. George L. St. Clair. grands has been postponed to May
27. The meeting takes place in Wal
Congressman John E. Nelson will doboro, supper to be served at 6.30,
address the Chamber of Commerce standard.
open meeting tonight at the Thorn
dike with a chicken dinner served at
The cat “patrolman,’.' who is charge
7 o'clock.
d'affairs of his department of the
Home Methods Bakery, has of late
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union been spending the weekends at The
Veterans meets tomorrow evening. Payson Company’s store, and from
Supper at 6 will be in charge of Mrs. appearances on Monday mornings
Velma Marsh and Mrs. Mabel .finds many violator^ of traffic laws
'and seems to be enjoying his visits
Beaton.
very much.
Clifton Cross who has been em
ployed at the Corner Drug Store for
some time has recently taken his
final examinations and is now a full
fledged pharmacist.

MRS. O. E. BLACKINGTON
The Central Maine Power Com
going to New Britain she had been
It i§ now expected that the Rock
KAUFMAN’S BODY FOUND
pany. is building a three-mile exten land and .Vlnalhaven Knight Templar
confined to her home for several
sion of its power line from Warren C.nimanderies will observe St.
In the death of Mrs. O. E. Black- weeks.
The radio this iporning brought the
toward Union. The work.of setting aim’s Day jointly on June 24.—-Pal , ington, which took place at New
news that the body of Mitchell Kauf
She was a member of the D.A.R., man, head of the Converse Rubber
the poles began this morning.
Britain
iConn.)
General
Hospital,
estine Commandery of Belfast, De
Molay Commandery of Skowhegan the community has met with a greit having served as regent of the local Co., who has been missing since last
Austin Sherman shows the world | f nd Camden Oommandery are to loss. She was held in the very higl.- Chapter, and was also a member of fall, has been found in Somerset
what can be done by way of spring have a get-together one week from ' est esteem, beloved by all With whom the Charity Club and Progressive County, but no particulars were given.
improvements. . If any reader ques I tonight, at which De Molay will work j she came in contact. Home-loving to
An intensive search, costing thou
tions this, let him saunter up Grove I the order of the Temple.
an unusual degree, she gave to her Literary Club. She is survived by sands of dollars, was made after his
two
sons,
Kenneth
W.
of
Warren
and
street and look upon the house ln its
j own children as well as .those of her
disappearance.
colonial ivory paint with green blinds,
Junior Day of the Maine Federa- i husband, by a former marriage, a Carl A. Blackington who resides in
The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer
and the fine new two-car garage at tion of Music Clubs is to be observed motherly devotion, forming a bond of Waterville, and a daughter Mrs. Ed
Camp will conduct a sale tomorrow
the rear of it.
in Portland Saturday. Several mem affection that has never bgen broker.. ward Lancaster of New Britain, afternoon in the I. Leslie Cross
bers of the local Junior Harmony | She was possessed of unusual Conn., also three stepsons and five
store. The committee in charge is
A remarkable exhibit of commer . Club desire to attend, and once more qualities which endeared her to her grandchildren.
The funeral services Saturday aft composed of Mrs. Myra Watts, chair
cial vehicles is to be held by the Ford I the problem of transportation has j neighbors and those who knew her
Motor Company May 22, 23 and 24 i arisen. Anyone who is planning to best, being of ever ready sympathy ernoon were attended by many man Mrs. Ella Hyland, Mrs. Margie
The cooked food sale conducted under auspices of the Knox County ’ spend Saturday in Portland and can j and help to those in need. Her pass- friends, and were marked by unusu- Thorndike and Mrs. G. I. Lurvey.
by Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts Motor Salas Co. The opening day i make room for one or more members. j ing came as a great shock to her fam ally handsome floral offerings. The Aprons, cooked food, miscellaneous
Saturday afternoon in the Burpee will find the big show on Tillson I or anyone who can furnish a car and ily and friends, although previous to I?interment was at Achorn cemetery.
articles, etc., will be offered. '
Furniyire Store netted $21, a tidy avenue, afternoon and evening. The | driver, is asked to communicate with
sum to be used for Scout activities, two days following it will be located Mrs. Leola Noyes, Orange street.
including the Eastern State rally to at the commodious show rooms of the The expense of gas and oil can be
be held in Rockland in June. The company at 583 Main street. It will managed by the club if desired.
sale was in charge of Helen Ruben | be the greatest. truck display ever
stein and Avis Lovejoy, who are very made in Rockland with 23 individual I Saturday evening at 7.20 Captain
models presented.
[ Bill Wincapaw received a phone call
grateful for all help given them.
from Matinicus stating that two men
The remains of the late Harold F.
A calf moose which ventured with Robinson who died in Waterbury, there wished to make the Boston
in a few hundred yards of the main : Conn., Jan. 2. were interred in 8ea boat, due to leave here at 8 o’clock
highway was the center of attraction View cemetery Saturday forenoon, It was short notice, but with a tail
at Lincolnville Beach yesterday aft I the Episcopal burial service being wind on his plane Bill made the trip
to Matinicus in nine minutes, and
ernoon. The animal viewed with
by Rev. Ernest O. Ken- had his passengers at the Boston
considerable curiosity the spectacle I conducted
of John McIntire painting screen yon. The body was accompanied to boat with five minutes to spare.—
doors, and retreated to the woods Rockland by Mr. Robinson’s sister On the same day Captain Wincapaw
only temporarily when besieged bv Mrs. Dorothy R. Putney, and her took Drs. Neil A. Fogg and O. R
husband, the mother of the deceased Lawry to Matinicus, called by the
school kids with rocks and sticks.
being unable to make the journey. serious illness of Mrs. W. Scott
“Ye Little Olde Folks Concert" will A number of friends of Mr. Robin Young.
joined the relatives at the ceme
be presented at the Universalist ves son
tery.
The Maine Postofflce Clerks hold
try Friday evening at 7.30 under the
direction of Mrs. Helen Wentworth. | Supper will be served at 6.30 at their annual convention in Bangor
An evening of much pleasure is Penobscot View Grange Thursday Memorial Day and will incidentally
promised. The young members ol evening May 21. The program for celebrate their silver anniversary.
the Sunday school will appear in the evening will, be: Reading by Mrs. Congressman Donald B. Snow will
Costume and give the old time favor Stewart; question for discussion is be one of the speakers. Among the
ite songs. The program is of a varied “Should the United States allow early members of the Association who
nature, embracing members of the cheap foreign goods sold in this now hold supervisory positions is
Sunday school from the “littlest” ones country and causa thousands of men John H. Flanagan, superintendent
of mails, Rockland. Some of the old
up to the older “young" members.
to be out of work,"by Norman Crock timers who are still on the job are
ett, Charles Gregory, Herbert Brazier, Leroy D. Perry, Frank M. Tibbetts
Eber J. Davis, former manager of Will Clinton and Frank Richardson; and George T. Stewart, Rockland;
the cement plant in Thomaston, has singing by Grange; some historical E. M. Crosby, J. L. Stahl, D. J. Dick
bought Hotel Exchange at Island events of May by several members; ens, George Conant and A. H. Mel
Falls and is already in charge. It is special feature by three members
vin, Camden.
a 50-room establishment, popular
BORN
with commercial men, and summer
Returning from Bangor late Sun
—At Thomaston. May 16. to
folks are already making reservations day afternoon the automobile owned McLELLAN
Mr and Mrs. Everett McLellan, twin
there. It is the only hotel between by Judge Edward C. Payson, and
sons.
Lincoln and Houlton, being 28 miles driven by his son-in-law, Clinton PERRY—At Warren. May 14. to Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Perry, a daughter,
from the latter town. Mr. Davis is Bowley, was struck by another car
Luclle Helen.
an old ho|el man, and until recently
was the owner of a house in Cale which had crossed the road diago
MARRIED
donia, N. Y. He has already been nally The violent Impact forced the MARCHAND-TEEL—At Friendship. May ’
appointed to three important com Payson car Into a wet gutter, and
15. by Rev. E. H Timberlake. Adrian I
Here is a mattress that is so buoyant, so soft, and so finely constructed that
P Marchand of Friendship and Miss
mittees of the Island Falls Chamber nothing but skillful manipulation on
Evelyn Teel of Bremen, Long Island. '
it conforms to the shape of the body like an air-filled cushion yet it will not
j the part of Mr. Bowley prevented it
of Commerce.
—At New York, May j
fsom striking a telephone pole. The INGRAHAM-LEACH
sag or lose its original shape in years of constant use.
14. by Rev. Dr. George C. Moore. Oliver 1
Payson ear was badly damaged, and
Ingraham of Rockport and Helen,
An interesting announcement is the wreckage was towed tp a Belfast
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A
The Dayson Sweet Rest mattress is made from scores of small, highly tem
Leach, of Rockland.
that under the auspices of the Methe- garage, while its six occupants were
pered steel coil springs, securely fastened together and encased in thick layers
besec Club, Maud Andrews Lincoln ; brought home by friends. With CROSS-KALLOCH—At Rockland. May 16.
by Rev. George H. Welch. Raymond F.
of soft, downy felt. It will give years of constant service.
of Augusta, one of the State's most Messrs. Payson and Bowley were
Cross and Julettle Kalloch, both of
talented readers, will appear at the their wives, the latter’s daughter,
Rockland.
Examine one of these Maine-made mattresses. You will appreciate the care
Universalist vestry Wednesday after
DIED
ful workrtnsbip, thc fine quality Belgian damask covering (available in a
noon, May 27, and present the read and Mrs Payson’s cousin. Miss Mabel
WOODCOCK—At Thomaston. May 6,
ing of a full-length play, “Death Elwell of Arlington, Mass. All were
wide assert mt of pleasing shades and designs) the heavily quilted sides,
Elmer F. Woodcock, aged 69 years. 2
Takes a Holiday” named tentatively. j badly shaken, and Mrs Payson and
months, 12 days.
and hant'-:
e 3 edges.
Miss
Elwell
suffered
some
ill
effects.
Mrs. Lincoln is a graduate of the
ANNIS—At Camden. May 16. Miss Har
riet E. Annis, aged 78 years. 6 months.
Emerson School of Oratory, and in The car which caused the damage
Your
local
dealer
can probably show you this mattress, and its companion
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock.
past! years has been heard in Rock was owned and driven by Mrs. Mabel
RICH
—
At
8t.
George,
May
18.
Francena
piece,
the
Dayson
140 coil spring. You will find the prices reasonable and
Towle
of
Belfast.
Inspector
McKeen
land. one of her appearances being
T.. widow ot William T. Rich, aged 87
in every way commensurate with the quality of the product. If your local
before the Shakespeare Society, investigated the accident.
years. 11 months, 21 days. Burial in
Trenton. Me.
where she made a most favorable im
dealer cannot supply you write us and we will take care of your require
pression. Her art in recerit years has
ments promptly.
CARD OF THANKS
progressed to a great extent, and it
The family of the late Elmer F. Wood
will be a distinct privilege to hear
cock wish to extend their sincere thanks
to the kind friends and neighbors who
her. The Rubinstein Club, Shake
were so helpful at the time of their re
speare Society and Progressive Lit
cent bereavement, and to those who sent
erary Club are Invited to be guests of
the beautiful floral tributes.
Thomaston.
the Methebesec Club that afternoon.
with

Mrs. Clara Johnson has sold to R.
Anson Crie the Martha Allen prop
erty on Rankin street, the deal hav
ing been made through F. S.
Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week in North Young’s agency.
Atlantic States: Showers about Wed
Rev. George H. Welch left this
nesday and again Saturday or Satur
day night; otherwise generally fair morning to attend a conference of
and cool at beginning of the week Universalist ministers of the State
with probability of light frost in the at the Salmon Lake House in the
interior of North Atlantic States Belgrade region. He will be absent
Monday. Rising temperature Tues until Thursday.
day and Wednesday, cooler Thursday
and warmer Saturday in interior.
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs
Brewster Friday at 1.30 standard. All
Those South Cushing Grange hall superintendents and directors are
dances are now in full swing. Every asked to take reports of work done
Wednesday night, remember.
in their departments. An important
meeting on the County Convention
Mrs. Sadie Wilson Berry has re meets next week.
opened for the season her home at
222 Broadway.
Frank: Price is home from Sailors’
larbor
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to days. He has gained something like
night. with supper at 6. At 8 o'clock 30 pounds since ■ leaving home, and
a card party will be conducted under apparently life lias, been agreeing with
the direction of Misses Madlene and him at -the harbor.
Ruth Rogers.
The three-act mystery play “The
The bridge party given under the Man in the Shadow" has been se
auspices of Pales Circle last evening lected as the senior play to be pre
at the home of Mrs. Bertha Everett, sented the evening of June 8 during
had five tables. Honors were won by commencement exercises at Hebron
Mrs. Luther Clark and Miss Eliza Academy. In the cast appears AlWhitney of Thomaston, Mrs. Anne mon B. Cooper Jr. of Rockland.
Alden. Mrs. Evelyn Cates and Mrs.
Effie Walsh.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday evening for business only.
Leslie Dyer of Vinalhaven in a let There will be no supper. Final plans
ter to Register of Deeds Winslow is will be made for the public supper to
authority for the statement that be given Saturday from 5 to 7 p. m.
"Young” Burns is practicing daily for at Grand Army hall under the direc
the forthcoming battle between the tion of Mrs. Ella McMillan. There
Rockland and Vinalhaven Old Tim will also be initiation work.
ers. The game will be played in
Rockland this summer and it is the
Walter Flanders, janitor at the
earnest hope of the local fans that Warren street school has been busy
"Cap" Dyer will be here, as he was evenings constructing a “chute the
two years ago.
chute,” which will be placed on the
school
grounds after the paint on it
Stirring sea tales, born of a long
experience on the vasty deep, are in gets dry. Mr. Flanders has become a
store for the Rockland Lions Club real handy man, in constructing
tomorrow noon when Capt. John paraphernalia for the children's
Husby of Camden will recite some of amusement, and they appreciate his
the high lights of his very Interest work.
ing career. During the war he was
Rockland High School plays its
in charge of supply ships. Before
and since the war he has been in first home game of the season at
command of the Borland yacht. He Community Park tomorrow after
is almost as well known in Mediter noon at 3 o’clock, meeting Thomas
ranean, African and South American ton High, which is now openly am
ports as he is in dear old Camden.— bitious to win another pennant. It
According to “Jungle Echoes” Tom is will give the spectators a chance to
back on the job, and the first lunch see Ifemey, the Thomaston Fresh
eon on the new program will make man pitcher who fanned 21 Camden
thc Lions roar in their happiest men last Wednesday. While Rockstrain—The nominating committee laud has not yet struck a winning
will soon be announced as the annual stride there were some things en
meeting occurs next month.
couraging even in that Saturday de
feat at Camden. If our boys hit
“From Shoe Factory To Pulpit.” Ifemey as hard as they hit the Cam
BILL WINCAPAW and the
At the Thorndike grill tomorrow
Sounds like an interesting subject,
den
pitcher
the
result
is
not
going
evening
at
7.30
there
will
be
a
meet

Maine Air Transportation
doesn’t it? Well, that is what Rev.
ing of men and women who are in
William J. Day is going to talk about to be a foregone conclusion.
Co.
terested in forming a Garden Club
before the Baptist Men’s League to
to the
KNOX
MEMORIAL
MEETING
in
this
city.
Mrs.
Eugene
M.
O'Neil,
morrow night, and by special request,
an ardent promoter of the project,
Islands in Penobscot Bay
it will relate to his own busy years
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock has donated the use of the grill for
in the ministry. Again the enter
in
tainment committee has selected the there will be a meeting of the officers the purpose. Miss Teresa Arau who
Large
7
Passenger
Heated
served
as
president
of
the
Camden
founder of the League for the closing of the Knox Memorial Association,
Garden Club for several years and
speaker of the season, and as usual
DeLuxe
Planes
the members will be out in force to together with the members of the Mrs. Lavinia Elliot representing the
on Pontoons Daily
greet Mr. Day. And they will also be various committees appointed in con Thomaston Garden Club will give in
promptly on hand for the supper, nection with the dedication of July formal talks on the project, as well
Leaving— • "
which will be supplemented by 25. At this meeting there will be as offering suggestions and answer
P.M.
A. M.
strawberry shortcake such as the
8.00 & 433
ing inquiries. While it is to be re
Rockland
discussion
of
that
coming
event
and
Baptist women alone can make. An
8.15 & 4.45
Vinalhaven
gretted that there are several local
other feature calculated to make the the laying of plans therefor, with activities taking place tomorrow eve
8.30 & 5J)0
North Haven
meeting one of unusual interest is view to making of it an occasion that ning, it Is hoped there will be a large
Stonington
8.30 & 530
found in the fact that a new presi will be memorable. F. W. McGuire, attendance. Anyone who is inter
, DAYLIGHT TIME
dent is to be elected.
of the Maine Development Commis ested and not able to attend this
Fare (o Vinalhaven, North Haven
sion, who is in charge of publicity meeting is asked to communicate
$3.00; Stonington, $4.00;
Vernon Smith of Jonesboro who of the Memorial, will be present ana with Mrs. O’Neil, Mrs, George Smith
Special Trip $12.00
appears to have been struck with a take part in the consultation. The or Mrs. Clarence Beverage who will
53-tf
sort of a panicky spell while operat
be glad to list their names. .
ing his motor car the other day was meeting will be held in Montpelier.
before Judge Butler
yesterday
charged with reckless driving and
failing to keep on the right side of
the road. Judge Butler, impressed
with the man's apparent sincerity,
filed the warrant for reckless driving
and fined Smith $10 and costs for
driving on the wrong side of the road.
He also ordered a 10-day suspension
of license. P. J. Hogan of Bath, was
fined $100 and costs for drunken
ON TILLSON AVENUE, MAY 22nd, AFTERNOON AND EVENING
driving and his companion, E. J.
Babine, for drunkenness and disor
Immediately Following Big Street Parade
derly conduct. Eugene Mitchel! of
Cushing was also caught in the auto
It will be the greatest showing of Commercial Trucks ever exhibited in Rockland.
net. and paid $10 and costs for not
having his car properly registered.
This Great Exhibit will be at our Show R ooms, 583 MAIN STREET on MAY 23
A charge against Albert Day war
continued for 10 days.
•
and 24 with a general invitation broadcast

The Dayson Slumber Qirl
recommends.,

a Day sc n Sweet Rest mattress

for refreshing sleep

FLY

Dayson Bedding Company
Maine's foremost Makers of Better Bedding

Bangor - Lewiston - Portland

Heive
Ytmr
,1
Pl
J
Clotthes

Paper hanging, painting, ceilings
hitened. Quick service, reasonable
rices.
Call Brewer, telephones
L2-W or 175-R.
59-60
GARAGE and storage space to let. V.
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
_________________________________ 60-tf
FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment to
let. lights, gas. $6.50 a week. V. F.
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
60-tf

BAD STOMACH?
Why put up with It when just
around the corner you can secure
relief? It is unnecessary for you to
suffer with a ‘bad stomach. Charles
W. Sheldon. Druggist, will tell you
how you can rid yourself from pain,
distress, sour burning and bloated
stomach due to hyperacidity.
»
F. H. Pfunder, PHG.. of Minne
apolis. has discovered a wonderful
formula for the scientific tratment of
stomach trouble. Let your Druggist
tell you about a host of users right
in your city, who are eating, sleep
ing and enjoying life as a normal
person should. You can do the same
If you will take a Pfunder tablet
after every meal. You won't be the
first to try—over fifteen million sold
last year. You can take them with
safety.

Sheldon’s Drug Store

PUBLIC INVITED

To everyone interested in modern transportation we extend a special invitation
to inspect these units

THE FOLLOWING MODELS TO BE SHOWN:
Town Car Delivery
Drop Floor Panel Delivery
“AA” Chassis and Cab
157 in.
Police Patrol
Heavy Duty Express
Canopy Top Express
131% in.
Service Body
Combination Coal & Coke

Natural Wood Panel De
livery
Closed Cab Pickup
Ambulance
Panel Delivery 157 in.
Canopy Top Express
157 in.
High Lift Coal and Coke
Heavy Duty Hydraulic
Ice Body

THIS EXHIBIT IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST
DO NOT MISS IT!

•

Dump
Stake Body 131% in.
“A” Panel Delivery
Funeral Coach
DeLuxe Panel Delivery
DeLuxe Panel Delivery
131% in. '
Garbage Body 157 in.
“AA” Panel 157 in.

at

Phone

KIM
V?-* r

69

|

and we will
do the
rest

. -r

Camden Auto Sales Co.

FANCY
MILD

NEWLY
CURED
NATIVE

301
Main
Street
Rockland

TO TRUCK OWNERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN, MAINE '

LAIAB’S

Maine
-r
rz . r ,

Knox County Motor Sales Co.

-

Cle<ined

Mammoth Commercial Car Exhibit

Guy Dillingham dealer for the
World Radio Corp., is now located in
the Leon J. White jewelry store.—
adv.

There is a Dayson dealer in almost every I u.n and city in Maine

Sr"

FANCY
SUGAR
CURED

sI’

FISH BITS

BACON

5 ibs 25c

WHOLE STRIP
OR CUT
TO SUIT

lb 19c

Creamery Butter.
2 lbs 51c
Slack Salted Pollock 5 lbs 25c
Native Rhubarb
4 lbs 25c
WITH
GREENS
COOK

Corned Hocks

lb 10c

PERRY’S MARKET

Exclusive Agent in Rockland.
_; jararagrararajzrajzrajzrarararejHra/ araiiBiiiiiiBiBEa
.*'V

lb 21c

CHEESE

)

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO

BETTER POULTRY

Mrs. H. R. Smith was in Damari
Saturday and attended a meet
Is Chief Object of Associa scotta
ing of the Lincoln home furnishing
tion Which Has Been committee, of which she is a mem
ber.
Formed in Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chamberlain
of Round Pond, who recently re
At a meeting of the poultrymen of turned from the South, were in town
Knox-Lincoln Counties at Waldo last week.
boro, a county organization of the
Otis Ellis is employed in S. H.
Maine Poultry Improvement Asso Weston's hardware store.
ciation was organized. Foster Jame
The young ladies' class of the
son of Waldoboro was elected presi Methodist Sunday School held a
dent, F. M. Johnson of Waldoboro pleasant social in the vestry of the
vice president and Walter Clark of church Monday evening. Miss Doro
Waldoboro secretary and treasurer.
thy Stevens is teacher of this class.
There are county organizations tn
On Thursday and Friday evenings
York, Cumberland and Waldo Coun "The College Flapper." a riot of fun
ties. and other counties are expected and laughter, will be staged in Me
to organize within a short time. The domak athletic hall under the aus
pices of the Homemakers Society.
objects of the association are:
To improve and dignify the The play includes a cast of over 150
breeding and growing of both utility local people, and from rehearsals,
and fancy poultry among the citi promises to be the most successful
event ever staged in Waldoboro
zens of Maine.
To study all problems confronting “The College Flapper," is a typical
the poultrymen of the state and to college story and has a cast of fine
develop such programs as will be of talent. John Newburn. who plays the
greatest benefit to the poultry in lead, surpasses himself in previous
performances: Horace Kemp. Harold
terests.
To disseminate information to the Flanders. Warren Colwell and Earl
poultrymen of the state on questions Spear are cast as college students:
of general interest and to crystalize Lois Hagerman. Alma Glidden and
and express the sentiment of its Elizabeth Weston play the parts of
members concerning such problems. i college girls: Dorothy Donnelly in
To cooperate with other existing the character part of Dean Howard
agencies having allied interests with and Robert Fairbrother as the old
the aim of correlating their various professor are especially good: LaForrest Mank. the big butter and egg
activities.
man. is particularly well suited for
Our idea of a fearless editorial is his part; Roy Mack as the president
one we saw’ in a paper from Northern of the college, and Mrs. Margaret
China advocating prompt and drastic Bond as his wife add dignity to the
suppression of the bandits in play; George Stevens is cast as the
1 football coach. The Alumni Glee
Chicago,—Boston Herald.

Club which opens the show is led by
Harold Sprague with Charles Green
law’ as cheer leader and 14 of the
best local singers make up the chorus.
The high spot of the evening's enter
tainment will be the appearance of
the College Flappers led by Thomas
Richards with a group of prominent
business men impersonating the
young ladies. The big curtain raiser,
the Baby i’ageant entitled. "Take Me
Back to Ilabvland." is made up of
nearly 100 small children with Mrs.
Maude Clark Gay as reader. Thirtyfive High School girls furnish spe
cial songs and dances between acts
and Mrs. Roy Ludwig will be the
pianist. Seats may be reserved at
1 Bossa's Drug store any time after 8
' a. m. Wednesday.
"The Coll eg"
I Flapper" promises to be an event that
• both young and old will enjoy.

SPRAY FOR GOOD FRVIT
Good apples will mean more dollars
to Knox-Lincoln County orchardists
by proper spraying of the trees dur
ing the next month. Already many
have applied the pre-pink and pink.
During the past week County Agent
Wentworth made calls at orchards in
North Edgecomb of William Cochran.
Edgar Smith: WYst Rockport. Robert
Nutt and Leman Oxton and Waldo
boro. James Ctelderwood. All are
planning a series of sprays this year.
Grafting w’ork was done in the or
chards at West Rockport and Waldo
boro. Ben Davis. Starks and Wolf
Rivers were grafted into McIntosh.

The buying power of the dollar
never is as highly developed as its
good-byeing
pow»er—Ohio
State
Journal.

ICE REFRIGERATION

25 YEARS AGO

I

epeiy grave

Its Use In That Capacity Is
No Modern Thing

Memorials '

A review from the roluinns
of tills paper of some of the
happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity in this
month. 1906.

The story of the growth and devel- '
opment of the use of Ice parallels in j
many ways that of such products of
We believe "a satisfied CUS-1
inventive genius as the telephone, the
tomer Is the best advertise-^
electric light and the automobile.
ment,” and on that principle £
I These inventions, now the common- i
our business Is increasing.
•
'
place necessities of modern life, were
We shall be very'glad to ad I
Rockland High School opened its first looked upon as mere toys and
vise you on the selection of a
season by defeating Camden High later as luxuries, the use of which
suitable Memorial lor your,
would
always
be
confined
to
the
few
17 to 2. Tire Rockland players in this who were able to indulge in the ex
Cemetery plot.
game were Palmer. Gay. Green. Bird, travagance.
Hosmer. Karl. Sullivan, Richardson
Ice has left the luxury stage. It
Win. E. Dornan & Son)
has taken rank among the greatest
and Wardwell.
industries.
It
is
a
guardian
of
Inc.
Orel E Davies was re-elected presi
health: vitally important in com
dent of the Knox County Automo merce and domestic life: inseparably
EAST UNION, ME.
bile Club. The ofher officers were: linked with many leading industries.
llTT-tf
E. S. Stearns, vice president; C. E. It is a product of universal necessity
Rising, secretary and Harry Stearns today.
Ever since civilization began people
treasurer.
have been interested in the subject
Fire did S1COO damage in the glue of refrigeration and the method of
you are thoroughly dissatisfied, and
factory which M. B. & C. O. Perry- preserving foods. As early as 460
discouraged with different prepara
operated in connection with their B. C. mention was made of “iced
tions that you have used for, Indiges
wholesale fish plant- on Atlantic waters” w-hile in the days of King
tion. Sour Stomach. Bloating. Gas on
wharf.
Solomon, ice was used to cool both
the Stomach, Heartburn and general
John Kelleher. 35. of Thomaston, food and drink.
Nero's slaves
Stomach Misery, go to your neighbor
Fred Spear. 30. of Rockland. Charles brought snow from the mountains to
hood druggist and get a bottle of
Colson. 35. of Thomaston, and Ed cool his wines and later built houses
Priest Indigestion Powder, price 50c,
ward Gross. 34, of Thomaston, were in which to store his ice supply.
$1.00, $1.50.
Priest Regulators, the
killed at the Fred Ulmer quarry
Harvesting ice Is rather a simple
ideal tonic laxative for chronic con
when the breaking of an iron cap. operation today as compared with
stipation, price 25c and 75c.
built to withstand a weight of 20 the use of horses and mules in days
tons, was precipitated into the quarry gone by. The ponds or lakes, rivers,
Priest Drug Company
bottom. Charles W. Winslow was etc., are usuallj’ cleaned with scrap
98 Exchange Street, Bangor, Maine
foreman of the quarry.
ers and a field of the right size
At The Sign Of The Blue Bottle
The East Maine Methodist Confer marked out and planed and scraped.
INTERIOi OF WASHINGTON CATHEDRAL
ence was held at Vinalhaven. Bishop The channel to the endless chain
Architects1 Draining Showing the North Transept At
Moore presiding. Among the ap conveyor is made ready, planers on
♦
Will Appear When Completed
♦
pointments were: Camden, E. H. the conveyor runs set at the right
Bovnton: Friendship. C F Butter thickness, the motor driven field saw
Mrs. James
Appointment of Mrs. John E. National Chairman.
field; Rockland. Robert Sutcliffe; starts and at once the ice starts on
DeWolf Perry, wife of the presiding
Rockport. C. F Smith; Thomaston, its way into the ice houses for stor Walker as Rockland and Thomaston Bishop of th Protestant Episcopal
A. E Morris: Union. J. M. Trammer; age until the consumers are ready for chairman is announced as a first step Church is an honorary vice chair
Vinalhaven. I. H. Lidstone. A. H. lt.
in plans for Maine’s participation man. Mrs. Frederic W. Rhinelander
TIBBETTS
DYER
Hanscom. the retiring Vinalhaven
Now the action of the ice as deliv in the activities of the National of Newport. R. I., the daughter of
For
For
pastor, was assigned to Houlton. Gil ered to the consumer when placed in
the first Bishop of Washington, is an
bert E. Edgett was assigned to a good refrigerator? Just as falling Women's Committee for Washington i active
SERVICE
SALES
vice chairman. Mrs. Robert
Knight Memorial Church, Calais.
snow purifies the atmosphere, so Cathedral.
I Hallowell Gardiner. Jr., of Gardi
The three-masted schooner Wil melting ice Durifles the air in the re
This committee’s general purpose ner is State Chairman.
Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
liam F. Campbell. New York for Bel frigerator and as soon as a block of is to arouse nation-wide interest in
The
specific
objective
is
the
enlist

TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
fast was wrecked on a reef to the sparkling pure ice is placed ln the ice
40 PARK STREET
northwest of Fox Islands. Capt. W chamber, the circulation starts fol the work of completing the North ment of donors of small, annual
44 tf
H. Strout and crew of four escaped lowing the old law of physics that and South Transepts of Washington amounts for the building and mainin a small boat.
cold air falls and warm air rises. Cathedral for use during ^he George tenance of the great edifice. Gifts
Capt. Emerson Gilchrest bought a Down rushes the cold air into the Washington Bicentennial observance received during the first year of the I
master's interest in the schooner milk compartment. On Its upward in 1932. Mrs. Herbert Hoover, wife j committee's effort will be used for 1
Carrie E. Look.
sweep it picks up food odors of many of the President is Honorary Chair- the erection of the porch of the | Why auffar terturee from Rheu
Albert E. Averill was appointed kinds besides the dust in the air and man, and Mrs. William Adams North Transept. This is to be j matism, Sciatica, Nauritia, Muecuwhen it reaches the sides of the ice, Brown, president of the Colonial marked, when completed, as the gift ' lar Lamaneii, Sprains and Bruiaaa
substitute letter carrier.
whan
Mrs. A S. Rice and son-in-law deposits them there and they are ab Dames of the State of New York, is of American womanhood.
Lieut. Carleton F. Snow’ bought the sorbed by melting ice and carried
METHYL BALM
<•
Philip Hilt farm at Hilt's Point, St. awaj, down the drain. Foods should
George.
not be placed too closely on the
will bring almoat Inatant rellef7
E. M. Stubbs attended the Na- shelves as to hinder the air circula
A aciantifioally compounded ex
! tional Congress. Sons of American tion.
ternal application that ahould ba
Revolution in Boston.
in every horns. Sold only at
Dr. J. C. Hill became house sur Joseph H. Haskell, a son. Lewis Ed
6
1
geon at Knox Hospital.
2.
3 45
b 7
Johnston’s Drug Store
ward.
« # • •
Reports as to the welfare of for
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
IO
mer Knox County residents in the
12
i ii 14
II
9
The marriages for this period were:
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
California earthquake zone were be
iW
78 cants
Rockport. April 20. G. B. Walden
ginning to come in. Among them Al
w lb 17
W IB
15
w
SItt
and
Miss
Leola
Miller.
19
bert F. Pillsbury. Noel Rhodes, R. F.
Warren,
March
30.
Charles
E.
W
Knowlton, Everett A. Jones, Miss K.
20 ll
W 22
14
23
25
J. Bromley. Charles L: Wilson. Mrs, Witham of Northwood, N. H., and
Mrs.
Almeda
G.
Lawrence
of
War

w
Fannie Hussey. Mai. H. F. Perry.
i6
2b
27
2ti
Miss Kate McLaughlin. Mrs. George ren.
iw
W
Warren, April 18. A. F. Counce of
E. Wallace. Isaac Upham. Mr and
5i
32
33
34 1 45
Mrs. J. L. Prior. Mrs. James Hanley. Warren and Hattie Littlehale.
South Thomaston, April 25, Winton
Mrs. Louise Snow, Mrs. Ida J.
W
Crowell. Everett Ames. Mrs Louise R. McMahan of Georgetown and
3b V
3tt
Lottie E. Maker of South Thomas
Horan. Mrs. Sarah Talbot.
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
Miss Agnes Skinner and Miss Alice ton.
l+U
41
Portsmouth, N. H„ April 26, Arthur
served the families of Knox County
McIntosh of Rockland were in San
Francisco at the time of the earth P. Haines and Mabelle S. Hodgkins,
LADY ATTENDANT
43 44
42
45 4b
47
both of Rockland.
quake but escaped injury.
Day Tel. 450
781-1
Lynn. Mass , April 26, James Wal
Phil Jason was captain of the
50
4b
52 53
51
Taunton (Mass.) polo team which den of Rockport and Mrs. Sarah E.
BURPEE’S
w’as heading the Massachusetts Small of Lynn.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Rockport. April 26, Luther A. Clark
54
League.
5b
55
57
5B
The steamship Governor Cobb;' and Lilia C. Gould.
Sw
named in honor of Maine's Chief
Rockland. April 26. William S.
bO W 61
t>3
59
fcl
Executive, was launched at Chester, Page and Mrs. Addie E. Buck, both
w;
YYVY
Penn,
of Vinalhaven
W b7
W b4
>6
b5
Rockland, May 2, Augustus A.
Supreme Court was in session,
O
Associate Justice Henry C. Peabody Carter and Grace M. Richards.
71
70
W
71 73
74
of Portland presiding.
Thomaston, May 1, Ariel L. Good
Albert H Lovejoy enlisted in the rich and Helen A. Decrow.
75
U. S. Army for the Coast Artillery
Rockport, April 17, Fred Shibles
7b
service.
and Sarah A. Upham.
Five inches of snow fell (April 23Camden, April 15, Harry T. Beal of
24) and telephone service was Rockport and Ida M. Gould of Cam
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
crippled.
1-ltem in one's
51- Mirth
21- Dull
den.
Sturgis deputies were active in
Somerville. April 21, Ralph. Bow
52- Conjunction
estate
22- Sma,l particle
Rockland
man and Grace Glidden, both of
5-A dwelling
54-Measure of length 23 r-r-l- nod of love
W. O. Fuller, Jr., was reappointed Washington.
9-Within
56- Reformed Protest
SIMON K. HART
postmaster.
Rockport, May 1. George A. An
10-lreland (Poet.)
ant Episcopal
3me for
MONUMENTS
Harriman's
Tigers , established drews and Aliola E. Watts, both of
(abbr.)
12- An entry in an
ite Marie 1 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
headquarters in Jones block at The Rockport
57- Edge
account
30Ttf
Brook.
13- Pronoun
58- Garden implement 32-.
St. George. May 5, Capt. Frank
. German
K. F. Wight, formerly proprietor Hilt and Dora Robinson.
15- A woodland spirit
59- Unclosed
Emperor’s home
• « • •
61-Slumber
(Gr. Myth.)
34-Weird (Scot.)
of the Burton House in Union, leased
4 RADIO EXPERT
63- Small rugs
37-Material with a
the St. lames Hotel in Corry, Penn.
16- Tavern
Horatio D. Hall of Glencove sold
64- Girl's name
Mrs. Peter Stubbs. 86. died sudden his house to William A. Babcock of
corded surface
18-To strike gently
(short)
39-Ending of chemical
ly at her home on the Old County Boston, owner of "Crab's Nest," Pine
20-lmage
66- Beverage
i road.
compounds
22-Ago (Poet.)
Hill Point.
67- Obese
42- Summit
Miss Grace Harrington was teach24-Choice
The foundation was ready for
68- Musical note
43- Over (Poet.)
j ing school in Wells.
26- Raw metal
Penobscot View's new Grange hall at
R. W. TYLER
70-Depend
27- Female saint
44- Short sleep (pi.)
Winfield Lothrop was engaged as Glencove.
509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland
72-Trim
(Fr. abbr.)
45- Slide
, driver of one of the city teams
George Alexander of Pulpit Harbor
74- Half an em
46- Enclose
28- Tlme period
Jacob Hendrickson was badly in- left for California.
75- Finished
47- Part of plant under
30- Milk (Latin)
| jured by falling stone in a limerock
Rose Carver was elected president
76- To scoff
ground
31- Tantalum (abbr.)
quarry.
of the Junior class of North Haven
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
48- Test
32- Entrance to a house
The Rockland. Thomaston & Cam High School and Alvin Carter was
VERTICAL
50- A fresh set of men
33- A flower
den Street Railway was improving its elected president of the Sophomore
Osteopathic Physician
51- A color
35- Pronoun
: gas plant on Crockett's Point at an class.
35
LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
53-Residue from crude
36- A brush with a long 1- lndefinite article
exoense of $12,000.
Union High School held graduating
PHONE 136
2Marine
mammal
turpentine
handle
The Rockland & Rockport Lime exercises in the Town hall. The pro
55-Lair
,
3- Eagle
| Company stave mill at the Northend gram Bernice A. Burkett, salutatory;
38-A fixed quantity of
4- Musical note
58-Head covering
j was destroyed by fire, causing a loss Alice E. Burns, history; Harriet Wil
wool
60-Spikenard
! of $15,000.
liams, prophecy; Mabel Burgess
40- Prefix indicating the 5- Preposition
6- A wager
62- The (Sp.)
valedictory; Perle H. Ryan and Sara
dawn (Geol.)
7- A Mohammedan
63- Pal
E. Daniels, essays. Rosa M. Side
These births were recorded:
41- A thoroughfare
calif
65-Born (Fr.)
(abbr.)
Rockland. April 15, to Mr. and Mrs. linger was also a member of the class,
8- Printer's measure 37-To agitate the air by
The
diplomas
were
conferred
by
H
42A
protective
cover

| Charles Fales. a son.
No wonder beautiful women love this
any motion
9- An imbecile
ing for the clothes 11-River in W. Africa 69-Of age (Latin,
Rockland, April 12, to Mr. and Mrs. L. Grinnell.
new face powder made by exclusive
J.
A.
Creighton
&
Co.
of
Thomas

Fred L. Snow, a daughter.
45-A horse in the habit 12-The inmost part
French process. MELLO-GLO stays
abbr.)
ton
bought
the
two-masted
schooner
of shying
Rockland. April 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
on longer. Prevents large pores. So
14-To build
71-Low Dutch (abbr.)
William
Rice
for
the
lime
business
j John Bowling of Hurricane, a daugh
48- Liquid measure
j smooth and fine, it blends naturally
15-An American writer 73-Plural suffix of some
William Smith was elected captain
ter.
(abbr.)
i with any complexion and gives fresh,
17-Negative reply
nouns
of
the
Rockport
Y.M.C.A.
baseball
Camden. April 10. to Capt. and Mrs.
I youthful bioom. No irritation. No
49- Close by
19-Comrade
,74-Comparative suffix
team
, Elmer F. Clark, a son.
flaky or pasty look. Never leaves the
Ellis
Crane,
a
former
Camden
boy
(Solution
to
Previous
Puzilc)
j, Rockland. April 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
skin dry. It's wonderful. Corner
was
drowned
from
a
canoe
in
Pitts

THE
FOUR
H-ERS
I Edward Fogg, a daughter.
Drug Store and all other good stores.
burg.
Rockland. April 18, to Mr and Mrs,
Dr.
B.
H.
Lyford
of
Vinalhaven
had
Burkettville's
WALU
Club
Had
Its
i Arthur Mossman. a daughter.
First Tour Saturday, and Saw
Lowell. March 29. to Mr. and Mrs a narrow escape from drowning when
DR. MARY E. REUTER
Things
George E. Benner, a son. Eliot Wal- he lost his footing while climbing up
the wharf.
Osteopathic Physician
I ter.
W.A.L.U. club of Burkettville held
Graduate American School of
i Augusta. April 19, to Dr. and Mrs.
“
SWEAT
OF
THY
BROW
’
”
the
first
club
tour
of
the
year
in
Osteopathy
i Ernest H Wheeler, a son.
Knox and Lincoln Counties Saturday.
i Deer Isle, April 18, to Mr. and Mrs
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
The
majority
of
people
seem
to
Delphy Light and Frances Pier
j Fred D. Eaton, a daughter.
28tf
Rockland, April 20, to Mr. and Mrs. think that “Ye shall earn thy bread pont are taking the room improve L
by
the
sweat
of
thy
brow
”
is
a
Biblical
ment project and have a number of
| F, L. Beach, a son.
DR. ETHEL CRIE
i Rockland. April 26. to Mr. and Mrs quotation. It does not occur in the things completed for each room. Both
Scriptures,
the
nearest
thing
to
it
rooms were visited. Edwina Light
Lucien K. Green, a son.
Osteopathic Physician
Rockport. April 24, to Mr. and Mrs being the following in Genesis 3:19 has 15 pints of dandelion greens,
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
“In the sweat of thy face shalt thou rhubarb and meat canned. These are
j Walter E. Reynolds, a son.
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Stonington. April 2, to Mr. and eat bread, till thou return unto the very well done for a girl 13 years of
Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
ground; for out of it was thou taken.1 age doing the first year of canning.
Mrs. Frank Judkins, a son.
Every Saturday Morning
Walter Flanders. Richard Linscott.
Camden. May 1, to Mr. and Mrs, The homespun Scripture may have
23-tf
been suggested by Milton’s phrase Henry Robbins, William Lenfest and
I W. C. Babb, a son.
Stonington, April 16, to Mr. and “Let us go forth and resolutely dare Cedric Sukeforth are taking the pig
j Mrs. Martin J. Hayes, a daughter with sweat of brow to toil our little project, and each pig was inspected.
day.”—The Pathfinder.
A stop w’as made at the South Lib
Gilchrest
j Mary Agnes.
Portland, Malm
erty schoolhouse and a club meeting
Stonington. April 11. to Mr. and
Monumental
Works
Don't iron white silk with a very held. An attendance of 22 was re- 'Quality Work,
Family Waahinga
j Mrs. James F. Childs, a son.
Main Street
Called For and Delivered
South Thomaston. May 5, to Capt hot Iron. All silk scorches easily ported.
Thomaeton, Maine
and an iron too hot turns white silk
The members were conveyed on the |
Parcel Delivery Service
and Mrs. Paul Locke, a son.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Stonington, April 26. to Mr. and yellow. Use a warm Iron on the trip in a truck by Nelson Calderwood
Telephone Connection
wrong side of the silk, and protect and Mrs. Calderwood, who Is leader ’ Walter Dorgan, Tet 106R
Mrs. George W. Trundy, a son.
of the club.
Deer Isle. April 19, to Mr. and Mrs it with cheesecloth.

IF-

PLYMOUTH
and DE SOTO

ROCKf AND DI VISION

NATION-’
MEW ENGLAND^ »
THIRD LARGEST’'*
RETAIL SYSTEM
WEEK OF MAY 18

LIME

RICKEY
GOOD LUCK

Jar Rubbers

THREE

MOXIE

19
PURE

GROUND

NUTMEG

Large Bottle
[Content]

X Ounce
Tine

Dozen

CROW

30 MULE TEAM

THE WONDER SOAP PASTE

QUICK
KLEAN
BORAX

‘,£ 14c
NUT TOP

Regular < ®C
X5c Cans

Z

DIAMOND MATCHES
Boxes

CARAMELS

SELOX

One
Pound

Williams’ ££ Extract
Per
Bot.
One Bottle makes Five Gallons

|

18*

Large Packages

Z5

Wheaties

J

FRANCOAMERICAN

SPAGHETTI

Package,

Z5

CALIFORNIA

PEACHES

Cans
A VERY FANCY JUG CONTAINING

One Quart

VINEGAR

Large Can
k

BEARDSLEY’S
FANCY
DRIED

Hl? ITl?

Medium
Size Jar

Lilychop Crushed
TEA Pineapple
Half
Pound

33e

*>No.2 4U£’C
Cans

AJ

IZUMI
CRABMEAT
Per Can

YOU KNOW THE OWNER

25c

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE',

FUNFUM SERVICt
► EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBUIANCI

M»n

“Nothing Like It”
Say Lovely Women

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Every-Other-Day

THAT
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BEER

THRBECENT

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian P. Marchand
and Mrs. Cleveland O. Burns mo-

L

i

Page Five 1

John Kellenberger Presents Elaborate Figures To Support tored 10 Medomak Sunday.
u.

Miss Mai-y Gay took Part *n onc of
the plays given at The Hedges, Nor
ton, Mass., May 9.
Paul and Sherman Wotton of I
jhis advisers. Someone proposed that Lynn, spent the weekend with their 1
.the required money be raised through I parents Mr. and Mrs Walter H. Wolthe medium of a lottery, after differ- . ton.
ent suggestions had been rejected on
Mrs. W. Dalton Wotton is visiting
(account of the severe burdens already relatives in Wollaston, Mass.
laid on the public. After the prosand
Capt. Roy Morton was in tOWlj
cons regarding the proposal had been j Sunday.
discussed at length, he decided it! The comedv -The Deacon s Second
•“
he contort
.Si
. ES

. T-

«r

i

Mis Objection 10 It
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In my article published in your
paper April 21, I stated my intention
to sHow in a later article the conectness of my claim that the 3-cen* tax
per glass
of. ubeer suggested
by the
_,
*-J ....
Association Against the Prohibitory
Amendment would in 1932, if sell.............
"1.401,345.540
“'
ing were lawful,
produce 1
Also, that they probably based their
calculations on the consumption of
beer in 1914, as most favoring their
object, and I, on that account, would
base my contention also on that
year’s records.
In 1914 the approximate population
of the United States was 97,937,600
persons. For reasons which will ap
pear later, I present not only beer
consumption but also consumption
of spirits and wine as per official
record in that year, and compare
them with the proportional amount
which would probably be consumed
in 1932, if lawful. In 1914 Uncle Sam
says we consumed 2.047,407,108 gal
lons of beer with an additional
195.865,594 gallons of spirits and wine
(184.000.000 gallons domestic and
4.220.670 gallons of imported spirits
with 7,444,787 gallons of Imported
wines). Carried through propor
tionally and applied to a population
of 125.000,000 persons, which we shall
reach at some date in 1932, we would
consume then 2.919.469.856 gallons of
beer and 280.619,491 gallons of liquors
and wine. As the A.A.P.A. makes no
proposals in regard to liquors and
wine we will drop these and proceed
with the assumed probable consump
tion qf beer in 1932. if lawful.
• • • *
The A.A.P.A. suggests that “work
ingmen and others" would willinglv
pay a tax of three cents a glass of
mild, wholesome beer. When the sale
of beer was lawful there were in use
principally the customary beer glass
and a lesser one called a “pony
glass.” There was no legal measure
governing the retail trade. The
price was the same no matter in
which size of glass
the beer
ss tne
Deer was
served. A skillful bartender figured
(averaging the twoo sizes) to draw
from the wood on an average about
16 glasses per gallon of good, fresh,
heady beer. The A.A.P.A. does not
interest itself either in the size of
glass that would be used in serving
the "workingmen and others" or with
the price of the beer itself; their
concern is with the tax which they
say the "workingmen and others”
would willingly pay.
We will therefore take the bar
tender's 16 glasses a gallon as stand
ard. This will make, applying the
suggested tax of three cents per glass,
a tax of 48 cents a gallon. As stated,
the total amount of beer consumed
in 1914 was 2.047,408.108 gallons and
the approximate population 97937.600 persons. The 2919,469.856 gallons
charged against the 125.000,000 per?
sons in 1932 is proportionally thi
same in 1932 as it was in 1914.
Therefore we find then the
2,919.469,856 gallons at 48 cents per
gallon producing the $1,401,345,530
claimed in the former article, or a
tax of $11.21 for each man, woman
and child in 1932 when the population
will have reached the 125,000,000
mark. This of course does not mean
that each individual would pay his or
her $11.21. It means that those who
actually would drink the beer would
pay the $1,401,345530.

would naturally not be caught by it.
H *h ®Jh°°».haS1?ee,n
It seems to me that this covers £?StI?nedJro™ Tu2^ay' May 19' to
completely the proposal of petitioning Monday' May 25. This postponement
Congress for a law to make beer a i was made necessary from the forced
'lawful commodity of commerce. How-: ck>s>ng of school the past week on
ever, it is up to the “workingmen and account of illness. School has now reothers" who would be favored with sumed its usual sessions
Mrs. Floyd Simmons is regaining
the privilege of paying the tax suggested, to decide each one for himself her health after her recent illness.
the question. But let such bear ln
Harry Magee is confined to his
mind that hls action or non-action home by illness.
may affect not only himself but also
Robert Mitchell is driving a new
his children and their children.
j Plymouth.
We however who have memories j Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow
and know by experience, having had ; mot0red to China Sundav to attend
ears to hear and eyes to see and who ! the funeral of Mrs. Jones, mother of
the mean ing of possible wayland Jones of that
success of the attempt and ite bearing
Mr and Mrs Wq1,„ Rartioc
|
Walter Barnes ol !
on thd future weal of our whole peo
ple, do not intend to just look on and Wellesley Hills, Mass., spent the
see but to do what we can to prevent weekend at their summer home at
ite success, and though I have no au Martin's Point.
Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Putnam and
thority to speak for anybody else, I
know that this is the true sentiment son Wendell of West Newton, Mass., j
of those who see the matter as I see are spending a few days at their
Martin’s Point cottage.
it.
John Kellenberger
« • • •
-Rockland, May 7.
Marchand-Teel
SOUTH THOMASTON
A very pretty home wedding was .
Two good ball games this week had solemnized at the residence of Mrs. '
the following results: The twilight Cleveland G. Burns Friday evening, j
game Friday night between the when Miss Evelyn Teel of Bremen, I
Regulars and the Cripples resulted in daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Iradel
a score of 8-2 in favor of the Regu Teel was united in marriage to Adri
lars. The weekend game between the an P. Marchand, son of Mr. and
’Keag and Clark Island resulted in a Mrs. Joseph R. Marchand of Me
score of 10 to 2 in favor of the 'Keag. chanic Falls. Promptly at 8 o'clock
The urgent need of seats called forth to the strains of the Lohengrin Wed
a generous offering from the specta ding March played by Miss Hazel
tors when the "hat was passed" at Hilton, the wedding party entered
the last game. The proceeds to be
where
the .ceremony
took
used in buying material for benches. , the
. parlor,
_
_ „ „.
, ,
Tonight, Tuesday, there is to be a pace
E H Timberlake, pastor
Tonight.
, '
of the Adventist Church officiating.
jo cent social in the church. A good of
The bride's gown was of blush pink
time is promised with program, Tl
, games, etc. Home made candy and silk crepe. She was attended by Miss
j |ce cream will be on sale. It is hoped Virginia Burns as maid of honor j
that there will be a large attendance who was attired in a pastel green silk
, as the proceeds are to be used to- crepe. Both the bride and her at
wards defraying the expense of the tendant carried bouquets of pink '
salary of the pastor who has been snapdragons. The single ring serv- engaged to help in the Sunday school ice was used. The groom was at- |
and hold a service each Sunday eve tended by Richard Lowell of Thom- i
ning. It is desired to be able to pay aston, as best man. There were j
him weekly. Anyone wishing to make floral decorations throughout the ■
contributions may communicate with house of snapdragons and carna - i
Mrs. C. S. Watte, church treasurer. tions.
The, joint
meeting
_____
.
. _of the
., _State road
.
I Many gifts were bestowed upon the
XTmZn"hen h
couple' amon* ,hem money silver,
nltht %,eTarevet manv^e 8lassware' pewter, linen and house
night. There are yet many pre- - ftlrniahin_1
Refreshments
were
liminaries to be gone through, but it i urnisnmgs.
I ls hoped that worlc on
brldge may served under the direction of Mrs
C. G. Burns and Mrs. Louise Burns.
begin early this season.
Out of town guests were present from
Portland,
Rockland,
Thoiqaston, I
EAST UNION
South Warren and Bremen. Mr. and ]
Ev^^in.Ca^._Of.._A“.bU^ m7sV Ma7chaCn7wni7eside‘‘at Friend |
visited at the home of her uncle, U.
S. Wincapaw, Mothers' day, accom- ,,,ship, Corner.
. . , Congratulations and
panled by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Har- 'tha
wlsh“ of many frlends
low and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Harlow • extended t0 them,
and daughter Betty Jean of Auburn. [
• • • »
--------------------

Paid to Winners of

CAMEL CONTEST!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company takes pleasure in announcing

that the decisions of Judges CHARLES Dana

GIBSON,

Roy W. Howard

and RAY LONG in the $50,000 Camel Prize Contest have been

reached and that prizes accordingly have been awarded as follows:

First Prise, $25,000
JAMES THOMAS SHARKEY, 101 Train Street, Dorchester, Mass.

Third Prize, $5,000

Second Prize, $10,000

JULIUS M. NOLTE, Glen Avon, Duluth, Minn.

MRS. WALTER SWEET, Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y.

.7 Prises of $1,000 each

2.7 Prizes of SfOO each

A. B. FRANKLIN, III, 52 Kirkland St, Cambridge, Masfc

MARIE ALBERTS, 6252 So. Spaulding Ave., Chicago
W. B. BARKER, JR, 420 N. Spruce, Winston-Salem, N.G

J. W. KEATING, 523 Prospect Avc_ Cleveland, Ohio

JOHN R. McCarthy, 721 Main St, Willimantic, Conn.
FREDERICK E. ROBINSON, Coronado Beach, Calif.

ELIZABETH JARRARD, Porter Apts., I-ansing, Mich.
J. II. KENNEDY, 2627 W. S’-

St, Milwaukee, Wise.

EUGENE BARTON, 3625 La Luz St, El Paso, Texas

JOHN KILPELAINEN, West Paris, Maine

WM. A. SCHRADER, Brent Apt*., New Albany, Ind.

MRS. EDW. F. DALY, 1133 Louisville St, St Louis, Mo.

DR. D. H. SOPER, 523 E. Brown, Iowa City, Iowa.

WM. G. ERBACHER, 308 N. Front St, Conway, Ark.

DIL CLIFTON B. LEECH, 211 Angell St, Providence, R I.
EDWARD MARTIN, 121 Liddell St, Buffalo, N. Y.
MRS. I- G MILLARD, 609 Stockley Gardens, Norfolk, Va.

LEROY FAIRMAN, 69 Dartmouth St, Forest Hills, N. Y.

,7 Prizes of SHOO each
F. CARTWRIGHT, Tranap’t’n Bldg., Waahington, D. G

EDITH COCHRANE, Glenvale Ave., Darien, Conn.
BARBARA LAWLESS, Ardmore, Pa.
JANE PARSONS, 325 E. 79th St, New York, N. Y.
RICHARD

W.

KATHRYN R. FRANCIS, 448 E. 22d St, Baltimore, Md.
MRS. ALEXIS GODILLOT, 191 Waverly PL, New York

EUGENE SARTINI, 745 Chapel St, Ottawa, Ill.

G W. GRANGE, 2316 Central St, Evanston, HL

I)R G L. THOMAS, Mount Airy, N. G
LEE R WOMACK, 448 Tenney Ave., Amherst Ohio

G S. GRAYBILL, Paxtonville, Pa.
JOHN I. GRIFFIN, 1208 Jackson, Pueblo, Colorado
DAVID G HILL, Peyton and Arlington Rds., York, Pa.

VOGT, Green Bay Road, Waukegan, Ill.

GREGORY LUCE STONE, 755 Texas St., Mobile, Ala.

J. ARTHUR WOOD, 21 Burke St, Mechanicville, N. Y.
EMERY HERBERT YOUNG, Painted Post N. Y.

I

moisture-proof Cellophane wrapping the
N congratulating the winners in the
rich aroma and full flavor of choice Turkish
great Camel contest we want at the same
and
mellow Domestic tobaccos have becu
time to thank most cordially the approxi- •
air-scaled
in Camels for your enjoyment.
mately million men and women who dis
played their friendly interest by sending
If you have nol tried Camels in the Humidor
in an entry.
Pack all we ask is that you switch over to this
brand for one day.
We wish also to thank the millions of smokers

I

Highly Interesting Trip

Dr. Randall J. Condon returned
. home Saturday after an absence of j
Richard Allen left Monday for i two weeks during which time he
Jonesboro where he ls employed as i visited Hot Springs. Arkansas, Chi- i
: cago, Racine, Wisconsin, and New
bookkeeper for Booth Brothers.
Maurice Calderwood of Northfield, i York. While at Hot Springs he at
To get the exact or even truly ap- vt., is the guest of relatives in town, tended the National Congress of
proximate number of drinkers is not
Albert Carver arrived Saturday ! Parents and Teachers with reprepossible but we can get near enough from Boston.
) sentatives there from every State in j
to obtain an idea what the average , Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wilson and the Union
__
Dr. Condon
also atwould cometobothastonumber ofdaughter, who have been guests of tended a conference of the United
we tX’ mJStates Commission of Education
There we find a total nnnnintino nf
l° ^0»Iran<^'w
o u dealing with Parental Education and
There we find a total population of IMr. and Mrs. Freeman Roberts „bilz, ,,,c1PoK„
---------«
ann
.
were
guests
Sunday
o{
Mr
and
Mrs Child Welfare. He addressed the
105,710,620 persons: of these 53900.teachers in the cities of Chicago and
430 were males and 51.810.150 fe L. A. Coombs at Shore Acres.
males; 60.886,520 were 21 years of
Miss Celeste Carver, a student at Racine and while in New York for
age or over (males 31,403,370; females Bates College, spent the weekend with three days attended a meeting of
29.483,150). Under 21 we find 44.824,- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. the Baptist Board of Education, j
100 persons (11.211.658 between 15- Carver, returning to Rockland by which has charge of all educational;
work in schools and academies also
21 and 33.612.442 under 15 vears of plane Sunday afternoon.
age). The 125.000.000 for 1932 pro
Roy Ames and Max Conway re- missionary work under the superportionately classified would show turned Monday to Camden.
vision of the Baptist denomination. ■
63 735,831 males and females 61,264 Sunday, May 3. Dr. Condon took
Mrs. Oscar Lawson was in Rock
169. As 21 and over we would find land Saturday.
part in planting an oak tree and ded- i
71 996.692 persons (37.133,651 males
Mrs. Marshall Sails left Saturday icating it to Helen Grinnell Mears,
and 34.863,041 females) and under for Rockland.
daughter of the man to whom Horace
21 would be 53,003.308 (13.257,577
Mrs. F. M. White entertained al Greely said “Go West, Young Man.
-L
between 15-21 and 39,745,731 under bridge Saturday evening at her home Go West," and one of the founders 1!
15 years of age).
on Pleasant street.
of the National Congress in WashAPPLETON
No sensible person
would charge.
- ,
- .1 ,.Ai]an Middleton observed his 15th ington 34 years ago. Mr. Grinnell
any beer consumption in a calcula- birthday anniversary Saturday at the went to Iowa. a pioneer state at the
A clean-up bee in the village ceme
tion like this to children below 15 school street ball ground. More than time, and founded the town of Grin
teries is appointed for May 23. Ev
years of age. nor. It seems to me, 500 of the home folks and some verywould any fair-minded person con interested guests who came from nell, and later Grinnell College, one eryone interested Is invited to be
sider an estimated 2.000.000 potential Damariscotta by airplane, helped him of the outstanding colleges of the present if possible and lend a hand,
drinkers of beer under 21 years of age celebrate. He furnished 15 strikeouts West at the present time. An inter for the whole day or part of it. A noon
as too low a number. Be that as It and his team gave him 15 runs to esting feature connected with the dinner will be served at the Grange
may. I take a possible 2,000.000 Into make a fitting observance of his 15th planting of the oak was that Presi dining room. On the same date the
consideration. This would account birthday, and a good time was en dents of the Congress from every Union Church is to be cleaned, pre
for the 53,003,308 under 21. Of 21 and joyed by all. Score. Vinalhaven High State in the Union, also Hawaii, each paring for Memorial Day exercises
brought a vial of water from his ihich will be held there. I: is hoped
over we have 37,133.651 males and 15. Lincoln Academy 1.
a good number will be on hand
34.863.041 females.
Mrs. Carrie Swett was in Rockland State, and filed by with it contained that
There is no question in my mind that Saturday.
in a beautiful jar made in Arkansas ' to help. These workers will have
their noon meal with the cemetery
should beer be made a lawful com
At a recent meeting of the trustees and watered the roots of the tree, j
modity of commerce wine and liquors of the Public Library these officers While in Hot Springs. Dr. Condor, force
Frederick Demuth, Jr., is very ill.
would follow as sure as night follows were chosen: Chairman, O. P Lyons, also attended a breakfast at which
A real estate deal was recently made
day. Those for whom beer would not John Lowe; W. Adelbert Smith, secre the Governor of Arkansas and Sena through
the agency of Charts Sab,
be "robust" enough (to use Mr. tary and treasurer; book commit tor Joe Robinson were present among transferring
the farm of An tri I.ysWickersham's expression) would be tee. L. W. Sanborn. John Lowe and the assembly of 49 men. The entire mer of Appleton
to William HUI of
entirely Justified in demanding the Mrs. Emma Winslow, librarian.
two weeks of the Congress was taken Fitchburg, Mass.
granting of it. In the meantime these
De Valois Commandery, K. T., held up with the topic of “How education
Miss Glenice Hall, Herbert hall and
would certainly be included in the A. a special meeting at the Armory Mon can better produce finer citizenship Mte. Marion Sukeforth and baby
A.P.A.'s "workingmen and others." day night to make arrangements for
and develop better character." and daughter are on a motor trip to Pop figuring probably as some of the the observance of St. John's Day.
"how parents can be educated to j land.
others. Mrs. Sabin of New York with
The American Legion will hold a bring up their children in a finer | Golden Rod Rebekahs are putting
her 300.000 following would also come dance at Red Men's hall Friday night.
the hall in order for the coming dis
and better way.'”'
under this head.
There will be prizes given.
Dr Condon says that Arkansas is ’ trict meeting May 20. Waldoboro
Union Church Circle will hold its
Lodge will do the degree work.
All things considered, 40 000.000 usual supper at the vestry Thursday , a very beautiful State and that in
spite of all recent adverse conditions
would certainly be the utmost out at 5.30. .
side probable number of potential
Mr.and Mrs. Lewis Burgess of i a11 Red Cross relief has stopped, and
regular drinkers of beer and these North Haven spent the weekend as ' the people are overcoming their difwould be theaverage contributors to guests of Mr.and Mrs. Allston Rob- i ficult situation with great courage, j
the $1,401,345,540 total beer tax;this I erts.
It is estimated the crop of straw
average would amount to $35 apiece. , Ezra Conway recently bought of G. berries now being shipped will bring
But no matter how much or how | C. Peaslev and Nelson Runkor. the in over a million and a half dollars
A pain in the lower part of your
little the individual consumer of beer Lettie Moore estate on Main street,
and the summer vegetables are now back can torture you. But not for
would contribute to the total sum. he
The invited dances at the hall of well under way. While there Dr
need not expect reduction of his in- j Pleasant River Grange will begin on Condon said he also witnessed one of long, if you know Bayer Aspirin.
direct taxes In other directions. This Mav 23, under new management. It the most beautiful pageants hc has These harmless, pleasant tablets
beer tax would be in large part j is herewith understood that these ever seen, given by the children of take away the misery of lumbago,
absorbed by the less than a baker's ' dances are to be strictly invited and Hot Springs. The inhabitants of rheumatism, neuralgia, headaches,
dozen of multimillionaires who bear no one w-tll be admitted except those Arkansas are taking a great deal of toothaches, and systemic pains of
women. Relief conies promptly; is
the brunt of the A. A. P. A's who have written Invitations from the
financial burden and by those of the committee in charge. Members and pride in the education of the Negro complete. Genuine Aspirin cannot
and it was Dr. Condon's privilege to depress the heart. Look for the
board of directors of that association families are exceptions.
visit one of their finest Negro High Bayer cross, thus:
and who also direct the management
Schools located in Little Rock and
of 40 billions of dollars and the
one of their best equipped colleges in
employment of 3.000.000 workers.
INSURANCE
Pine Bluffs.
They would very probably find ways
and means to keep the monev from
Life
Automobile If broilers or roasters ln the poul
being scattered too far out of their Fire
try flocks are getting cod-liver oil ir.
reach.
N. Cook Sholes
the rations, discontinue lt about two
The whole thing reminds me of a
weeks before the birds are to be
story regarding a remark made by
VINALHAVEN, ME.
Napoleon I. when the levying of a new
killed or the meat will have a fishy
60-62
flavor.
tax was considered by himself'and

VINALHAVEN

LUMBAGO?

throughout the country for the appreciation
they are showing for our new Humidor Pack
as is evidenced by the notable increase in the
sale of Camel cigarettes.
By means of this dust-proof, germ-proof,

After you have learned how much milder,
how much cooler, how much more enjoy
able it is to smoke a perfectly conditioned
fresh cigarette, go back to the harsh hotness
of stale cigarettes if you can.

JIL JBUf
ing rather gloomy, but life’s not al
EAST SEARSMONT
ways storm and cloud, so what's the
Mrs. W C. Strout and sons James use of blinking.
and Allan were in Augusta Sunday,
guests of relatives.
Henry Mahoney of Belmont vipit- • OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
ed his cousin Clara Gelo recently.
Mrs. Mark A Wadlin of Belfast '
spent Mothers' Day with her mother
Mrs. Abbie Marriner
Mrs. Leslie Marriner and son Clif
ford recently spent the day in Cam
den with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mar
riner.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Morse, Mrs.
Ralph Heald and Mrs. Leslie Marri
ner attended Pomona Grange in Lib
erty last Tuesday.
Mrs. Hattie Morse spent a day last
week with her aunt Mrs. Annah
Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batchelder
have returned to their home after
spending the winter with relatives in
Massachusetts. All are glad to wel
come them again.
.n
•■
Mrs. Albert Marriner accompanied
t.
Mrs. William Newman to Bangor
.li
where she was taken for hospital
5. •«
« .ij
treatment.
- o
Chandler Morse who has just re
'5*
turned from Florida was an over
•'i.
night guest of Mr and Mrs. Leroy
‘'I
Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Sanderson of
3o"
'8
Belfast visited Mrs. Clarence Gelo
}(.
*21.
last Tuesday.
Ji
Mr. and Mrs. David Young recent
|9
Sb
14
ly spent the day with Clinton Butler.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Heald of Bel
3b It15
mont were Sunday’guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Levenseller
WHERE IS HE?
of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Rod
ney Thomas of Lincolnville Centre
Helen is looking out of the win
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. David dow nnd calling Sammy. She
Young Sunday.
says it is time for his breakfast
James Burgess and family of Rock and she has some nice milk for
land visited hls daughter Mrs. Al him. If you want to help Helen
bert Marriner Sunday.
to find Sammy, take a pencil and
Mrs. Annie Dean of Camden spent
the day Sunday with her mother, join all the numbered dots to
gether, starting with dot number
Mrs. Lizzie Wellman.
Owing to the unfavorable weather one and ending with dot number
but very little planting has been done thirty-six.- Sometimes .'Sammy
thus far and thines hav» been look hides from Helen iust for fun.

®1M1,

Hsynoldi Tobacco Cs«pany, <tiutsn-8alein. R.C.

Here are three fine pointe in frying
potatoes: Use a heavy skillet; let the
pieces brown on one side before turn
The Farm Bureau will hold an all- ing them; and cook only enough at
day session Wednesday starting at one time to cover the bottom of the
10.30 at Community hall, subject, skillet, in a fairly thin layer.
"Preparation of Milk and Milk
Products." The meeting will be ln
In fact, the Bolshevik plot trial
charge of the food project leader Mrs.
Maud Carver, Miss Lawrence, home looks like onc of these Little Theater
demonstration leader, will be present. efforts that doesn't quite Jell.—Dallas
News.
Dinner served at noon.

SIMONTON

CHILD

alCOMui 3 PtR

sunila(in<it«lo«4

IVE’ million modern mothers will
tell you that children DO cry for
Fletcher’s Castoria. For mothers always
give a few drops of this pure vegetable
preparation when a child has any of
the symptoms that tell of sluggish
bowels, colic, or other upsets. When tiny
tongues are coated and breath is bad.
When a child is restless; irritable. Always
soothing and-comfort ing to an infant—
yet it is effective for children in their
teens. You never have to coax children
to take Castoria; they love its taste.
Be ready for the next case of sour
stomach, constipation, or other need for
Castoria!
When buying look for the signature

F

of Ch»<!, H. Fletcher nn wrapper.

Every-Other-Day
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I
from the Curtiss Airport there to ■
tissue paper and commanded to open community activities outside of
THOMASTONRockland,
was
in
town
Saturday.
Ill
fcVCryDOtiy
S
vOlUmn
them and show what each contained. school, reports and records on time; t
J. Emerson* Watts has a position as . Advertisements in this column not to
up to date—the reading of
Willard Wylie, who has been fire Parlor games were the source of keeping
on the yacht "Ranora'' now at exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
professional books and literature. ’ The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs. .chef Island
NewVnrV
cents,
cents.
man at Georges River Mills for 33 amusement for the evening. Ice
citj tsiano. new
york.
lines 5three
cenutimes
eachfor
for50one
tlmeAdditional,
]0 cents
summer
courses,
trying
new
methods;
Herbert
Merry,
Gleason
street,
Friyears, has resigned, turning over the cream and fancy cakes were served.
H. B. Shaw.and fnmily and guests for three times. Six words make a line
pusojaal
and
social
qualities
—
persond
at
2
o
c
iock.
The
annual
election
position Saturday to Ralph Crockett
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Watts at
motored to Friendship Sunday.
because of ill health. Mr. Wylie has tended the funeral services for the ality. meeting people naturally and 1 of officers wU1 be an ilnportant item
John Creighton who spent Friday
carii bejudged by ihe cost per can
appearance, tactful and finish of business and all members should
a fine record of never being late a late Philip McRae Sunday at Rock easily,
night at his home here went to Nor
ing all things started. Visitors from be present.
single morning during this time, and land.
of town were Miss Mabel Moody
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet ton. Mass., Saturday to, attend a dance
boiler inspectors ranked his work ns
Fessenden Wight was the weekend cutUnion
and Mrs. Mildred Gould and Wednesday afternoon and supper will at Wheaton.
A good paint at a fair price
A-l.
guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs. of
Frost and ice on the Meadow road Ig.*..*..*..*.*..*.
per gallon is “Paint Economy"
friend of Camden.
be served at 6 o'clock by the followThe World Wide Guild will meet at Kendrick Wight.
—not only in the long run, but
and
frost
at
Mill
River
Monday
BROWN
MIXED
TWEED
OVERCOAT
i
ing
ladies;
Mrs.
Edith
Kilborn,
Mrs
from a “first cost” consideraMr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Copeland
of
lost between St. George and Rockport.
the home of Mrs. Ella Caler Thurs
morning.
tion. Do you know that a cheap
ROCKPORT
Marie Singer, Miss Elizabeth WashROY SMALLEY. Rockport_________ 60-62
day directly after school. Quilts to Bath spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs
The
Pythian
Circle
will
meet
Fri

adulterated pamt at a low cost
_____
burn. Mrs. Amy Tripp and Mrs. Grace
containing vessel papers, i
be sent to a mission in Nevada will Albert Peabody.
per gallon only covers ’/2 to %
day at the rooms, with picnic supper. onENVELOPE
Main or Union Sts Reward. Finder
Austin Whitnev who is employed Andrews.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ernest Fuller and
as much surface as Monarch
"be knotted. Supper served at 5
Mrs. Carrie Wallace and Mrs. Har please return to CUSTOM HOUSE, post100% Pure Paint—takes much
at
the
Chase
National
Bank.
New
The
Garden
Club
met
last
week
at
son
Samuel
of
Belfast
were
weekend
o'clock, standard time.
riet Tillson are leaving today for office building.___________________ 59*61
longer to apply, thereby in
York city, motored here Saturday to 'home of Mrs. Levi Seavey and Bangor to attend the grand lodge of )YOUNG COLLIE DOG lost, answers
guests
of
Mrs.
Amy
Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry are
creasing labor cost—and uoes
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hayes and spend a two weeks vacation at the re$ular business was transacted. Of Pythian Sisters. The former goes name '‘Prince," has piece of chain at
not last nearly as long?
receiving congratulations on the birth
59*61
tached to collar. TEL. 794-W.
Blanche Gordon of Chelsea. home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. special interest was the report by as a delegate
Tkini al lift tHngt •
»»»«
«•>
of a daughter. May 14. Mrs. Willard Miss
la »o«- dealer lot ffiu .4nd ramemift thin
W. E Whitnev. He was accom- M«. James E. Creighton of the flower
Mlss E^ith
Mass.,
spent
Sunday
with
Mr.
and
Manaxh P„»l „ Jv(»%
—
aalf
Hall is caring for Mrs. Perry.
Irom PI gi rational, ol lead. PUgt tint
,,
show
she
attended
in
Miami.
Fla.
Thc
M
‘
w
?
™
±
Mrs. Harry Gordon.
aaida. PUHC Imta-d « .f, PbKE
panied by his grandmother
next meeting will be at the home of ''lsltin* her s‘st" M's' TheodoreiM>
Int/^niinr dttet and the nttaitaiT I UKt (Mi
Charles Saunders is night watch at
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Levi M. A. Whitney who has beenMrs
in Mrs. James E. Creighton.
L*
1
"
leaves
toda
V
for
Kezar
Falls
Georges River Mills
lt will apply easier, spread
Rokes were Mr. and Mrs. Lester New York for the winter, and who
Mrs. Marie ' Ingraham ' visited her s^e
** accompanied by her sister
tS*:
farther, look better and last
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrows Young and family of Bath, Mrs. will remain at her old home in Rock
longer. Your dealer can prove
sister. Mrs. Emma Gillchrest at who will visit in Kezar Falls and Boshave re-opened their summer home Olive Keizer of Thomaston. Fred port during the summer.
these statements. Ask him.
ton for a week.
Wiley's Corner recently.
here.
Mank, son and grandson of Waldo
BANTAM
HENS
and
Bantam
eggs.
Mrs Marion Richards and Mrs.
Miss
Margaret
McDonald
is
at
home
J
'
Robertson
has
carpenters
at
What
have
you
to
offer?
DONALD
CRIE.
Mrs. Clarence Spear entertained at boro.
60*lt
a bridge luncheon Friday afternoon.
There was a heavy frost Sunday ♦ Minetta Paul attended the Farm Bu- after an extended visit with her work ..re,?all.mg ?rc',J!d'\ay aPar*‘ Rockland.
Arthur E McDonald in New I ments which were badly damaged by
WASHINGS wanted; called for and de
First prize was awarded Mrs. Oliver night water freezing in some places. reau Training Class at the BPW brother
yorjj
i fire recently. The roof is ready for livered. Tel. 1132-M. ESTHER ROBI- [
cA MartinSenour
Libby and consolation went to Mrs.
Visitors at Mrs. May Robbins' Sat- rooms in Rockland Thursday. The
SHAW
60*62 !
George L. Cate, who has visited ’the silinBles- • • * •
Standard d Quality
A. V. McIntyre. It was the final urday were Mrs. Merle Messer, Mrs. ' sut5,ect was "Meat Selection and
Perfect Paint Product
..
, ,
TWELVE HORSES for sale by GEORGE
far0ver40yeaa
meeting of the Thursday Club for the Robert Farris and Mrs. Doris Rob- Cookery" and it proved a very in- several weeks in Minneapolis, Chicago
returned
home
Mrs
'
Arthur
Johnson
after
a
week
s
M
eimmons
.
23
Tillson
Ave.
Tel.
4.
teresting
session.
and
Malden,
Mass.,
bins all of Union
season.
j
visit
with
her
parents
on
Wadsworth
Rockland________________________ 60-62
for
Every
Purpose
A young people's convention with I Everett Libby was an over-night Monday evening
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Simmons have
The
mertine nf theethe
Rqn)i=t street returned to Canton Friday.
suitable for garage.
delegates from the various Protestant guest Wednesday at the home of Mr MX
"" annnaiI
' ~
^clewU^h^ta
PvS' Thomas McPhail spent the week- I SMALL. BUILDING
cash. Write P. o. BOX^l.
a new Graham-Paige sedan.
Neu-Tone Flat Wall Paint. Senour’a Floor Paint,
Wood-Var Colored Varnish Stain, Kolor-Brite
The Baptist ladies' circle will meet churches in the county will take place and Mrs. Charles Ingraham.
try
today,
Tuesday
at
2
o'clock.
Elecend
ln
Orono
as
guest
of
Edgar
Quick Drying Decorative Enamel, Red School
Mrs Manford Ott is a surgical
TENANT WANTED lor 5 room tene
Thursday at 3 o'clock, standard, for at the Baptist Church Saturday aft
House—these and many other Martin-Senour Per
tion
will
be
held
and
reports
of
ah
Cousins.
A
fishing
trip
was
one
form
ment on Grace St. CALL 630-W. 53-tf
work and business meeting. Supper ernoon and evening starting at 2 patient at Camden Community Hos
fect Paint Products all maintain that high standard
officers are expected.
i Entertainment.
CHILDREN wanted to board for sum
will be served at 5.30 by this commit- o'clock, standard time. The program pital.
of Monarch quality. Your dealer will suggest the
Louis Bean of Boston-is home for
Auxiliary of Williams-Brazier mer. pleasant surroundings and good
best product for any paint jo^ you have in mind.
In connection with the operetta
tee: Mrs. Mary Richmond. Mrs. How will be highly interesting and will in
A. L meets in the Legion rooms care. MRS. ALBERT BURTON. Spruce
ard A. Welch, and Mrs. Emma Nor clude out of town speakers. Supper Aunt Drusilla's Garden" which is to two weeks’ vaeation which he will Post.
55-66
this Tuesday evening at 7.30 for im Head.
JOHN A. KARL
wood. As a special treat for the for the delegates will be served at 6 be staged by the first six grades ot spend with Mrs. Nellie Bean.
WANTED TO BOARD elderly person «
portant
business.
seml-invalld. Write MRS. E. F. COOK.
social hour following the supper John o'clock in the Montgomery rooms.
TEL. 745-W
the East Side schools there will be an . Clarence Shaw of Rockland, Mr
305 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
All
interested
citizens,
members
of
51-62
Mrs. Ida Patterson and Mrs. Helen PXhib’’ion of work accomplished thus and Mrs Maynard Shaw and daugh- patriotic organizations and Girl and Spruce Head.
Richardson of The Courier-Gazette Knowlton
TU54T63
of Rockland are spending g^he yearSunday of Mr. and
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re
staff will give an informal talk on the
Boy Scouts, are invited to meet in the pair. Prompt service. Will call for and
make-up of a newspaper. Chorus a few days with Mr. and Mrs. C. S. a,j
grades and also the High " •___ — — .
.
_
CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791
James T. Fales and Stephen Barry Legion rooms Friday evening and deliver
singing of some of the old favorites Coburn.
Rockland.
'
47-tf
School. This should be of great in
Eleven members of Goodwill Grange terest to the parents and all inter- spent the weekend at their homes hear Mrs. Anne Snow tell the story of
will also be enjoyed.
‘X
i.........................................................
the Poppy. Saturday will be Poppy
4
™„,i, mho cvhihi here from the University of Maine.
Ernest Hilt of Augusta visited his circle took Mrs. Jesse Mills by surWalter Spaulding of Nutley, N. J., Day. "with poppies on sale by the
«
sister, Mrs. Laura Starrett Sunday. prise Friday afternoon and presented tion
4
Girl
Scouts
and
others.
will
take
place
in
the
gymna

The Twelve Club enjoyed a pleas- her with a sunshine basket contain- sium and will immediately follow who has recently been transferred
• • * •
ant evening at cards Saturday at the ing fresh and canned fruits.
Alphonso Hathorn, known through
119-ACRE FARM for sale at Ingraham
Miss Doris Hyler spent the week- i the entertainment. Remember the Products.” Miss Jessie Lawrence
y)y» FOR RENT, to let or you can hire a Hill,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear
buildings, modern house.
home demonstration agent, is ex- i aU the country round as a lover of
date
and
place,
May
28
at
Town
hall
4-rootn flat with modern conveniences— $7,500 farm
end
in
Bangor
with
friends.
High score was held by Mrs. O. B.
PRACTICAL
NURSE
of
experience,
for quick sale. Apply to MRS.
Mrs Mildred Slingsby of Tenant's ! pected to be present.
j the horse, and not to be passed by as will take patients at home, or act as electric lights, toilet, water, window, CHARLES
An
inspiring
talk
was
given
the
1
ROBBINS.
Ingraham HUI,
Libby and Carlton Simmons. Conso
and stairs. Can partly furnish at City.
Regular meeting of Harbor Light‘ a skilful driver- had his 85th birthday housekeeper for gentleman. MRS. S. E. doors
_______________________ 59*61
lation, Edward Spear. Refreshtrrnts Union and Warren teachers and some Harbor was a visitor Sunday at the
BROWN. 259 Middle St. .
60-62 suitable Increase ln remuneration. Ap
-----Saturday.
The
anniversary
was
ob

ply 700 MAIN ST. or telephone 315-W.
LAND AND BUILDINGS for sale at
were served at 11.30. This club will visitors by Miss Moulton, reading spe- home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Chapter, O.E.S.. this evening, pre- served Sunday afternoon at “SeaCAPABLE WOMAN would like posi
60-62 Vlnalhaven.
ceded by picnic supper.
known as J. Emery Ladd
have a few more meetings before the cialist from Boston, and Deputy Com- Deane.
tion in small adult family, or to care for
breeze,
”
the
summer
home
of
Mr.
place. Write BOX 277 or phone 468
__
___
missicner
of
Education
E.
E.
RoderMemorial
Day
services
will
be
held
;
Mrs.
Frank
Eaton
of
Winterport
is
seml-invalld.
Address
E
D.,
14
Dunn
TWO
OR
THREE
room
apartment
to
season closes.
Rockland
58-60
and
Mrs.
W.
W.
Gillchrest
at
Peas

St.. Thomaston. Tel. 25-21
60*62 let; also sunny front room with break
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase *ck. Saturday at the high school at the Baptist Church nextSunday, guest for a few days of Capt. and
fast If desired. 14 ORANGE ST.
60*62
ant
Point.
Old
and
young
united
to
MALONEY
FARM.
Head
of
the
Bay.
RELIABLE
MAN
wanted
to
call
on
arrived Monday expecting to spend building. Miss Moulton had "Read- with Fred A. Norwood
G.A.R. Mrs. Ernest Torrey,
sale. Inquire 12 MYRTLE ST. Tel.
the occasion a gratifying suc farmers ln Knox County. Wonderful
ROOM to let at 150 Limerock St. Tel. for
a week at their summer place here, j ing" for her subject and gave some w.R.C. and soldiers of all wars at-I The residence of Lewis Richards make
1258.
56-61
opportunity
Make
$8
to
$20
dally.
No
cess. Four birthday cakes adorned
60-tf
Mr. and Mrs. George Seavey and interesting points. Mr. Roderick tending in a body. It is desired that under construction on the Camden the tables, and ice cream refreshed experience or capital needed. Write to 506-R.
ROOM house, four acres land,
McNESS CO., Dept. M. Freeport.
ATTRACTIVE 6 room house on Grove forSEVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Whiting of Au spoke on "The Advancement of tbe school children who are to par- road, was badly damaged by fire all. Many presents were bestowed day.
sale, also 6 room bungalow. 6 room
111.
60*lt st.. all modern. Available Immediately, house,
farms,
summer cottages, building
burn were visitors Sunday of Mr. and Teaching” and presented the teachprs ticipate in thc Memorial Day exer- Sunday about 11 a. m. Due to the upon the veteran, candy, fruit, flow
COLLEGE MEN! Nationally known Apply DR. R. W. BICKFORD. Tel. 611-M lots and general real estate service of
w.th a self-rating scale for self cjges should alsoaccompany them.1 quick response of the fire depart- ers, and many other useful things. concern
Mrs O. B. Libby.
can Diace a limited number nf__________________________________
all
kinds
ROBERT
U. COLLINS, 375
Mrs. William Robinson, Harold analysis, taking it up by topics: Skill The jiae oj nlarch wjn be formed at ment the fire was confined practi- None enjoyed the occasion more than
56-tf
mod
TWO COWS about to freshen; two new Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
Robinson and friends of Gardiner m teaching, such as familiarity with 1Q
m a[ the j,Ome of Mrs. Emma cally to the front of the house, al- Mr. Hathorn. Those present were
R
mllch OEORGE
cows- 10 Mbelters
and a23bull
for
MUST
BE
SOLD
at
once
7
room
house
before
May
25
F
B
,
care
Courler-GaSIMMONS.
Tillson
were calling on friends here Sunday. fo5 cSasrre\dto^MdSdiKUSs!omame- Torrey'
though much damage by water was Mrs. Minnie Beckett. Lloyd Beckett.
bath, furnace, fine cement cellar,
59-®° Ave. TeL 4. Rockland.
60-62 with
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Cousins were chanical skin, ’smoothness of disci-' An aIJ-dayoI?°“e *thereto “^ot^were Mr. and Mrs. Vertna Beckett, Mr. and
garage, near Pacific street. For quick
SALESLADIES wanted. Apply to F W.
NO.
1
WHITE
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES
sale
price
$500 down and balance
most pleasantly surprised Saturday n’inp merino- nf material and as- reau wlU be held May 22 at the home furniture stored thereto. Both were Mrs. Byron Coombs, Miss Marion WOOLWORTH
59*61 $4 per M. delivered; 14 ln. split hard J™)rtgage. $1800.
CO.
V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
evening by a group of frieods who sembiy of the class for work, comfort of Mrs. Minetta Paul. The meeting partially covered by insurance. Mr Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gill
46-tf
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for
middle wood, $7.50 per cord at mill; 16 ln. soft Tel* 1080.
dropped in to give them a utility
m)I.es Iron* vniaae wood slabs.$2 t>er cord at mill; .4 ft. hard v
the pupils and hygiene; teamwork will be called to order at 10.30. day- Richards was expecting to occupy chrest and children Barbara and PETER WILLIAMS, Vlnalhaven,
FOR SALE—Modern house, 6 rooms
shower. The bride and groom were
R. F. D.. wood. $6 per cord at mill. Delivery
..
.
J
w
—
v.*.
Vnrio
Pichoo
in
1
if
mifK
kiie
fowvilTr
ohnnf
tWO
Billy, Mrs. Maurice Sawyer, Edith Bo* 82___________________________ 58*61 prices very reasonable. SIDNEY HUMES. and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS, 140 Tal
led blindfolded to a table heaped ' qualities — cooperation with other light time with Mrs. Mane Bisbee m it with his family in about
53-tf
Sawyer. Hiram Labe, Mrs. E. M.
POSITION x.ited In market or gro-1 Washington. Me. Tel. 6-5._________ 60-62 bot Ave. Tel. 711.
with packages wrapped in white > teachers, educational associations, i charge; subject. Milk and Milk weeks.
McKindsley, Elonia Woodcock. La- eery, exprlem ed. References. Will go BEACH STORE at Crescent Beach paFOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
vonne Sawyer. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene anywhere, will accept any kind of work vnion- available June 1 or before. Will icottages for sale andrent, attractive
W. GREGORY. 63 Cedar St. Tel. be let to reliable party for one or more prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Hathorn. L.
1051-W.
58*601 seasons Apply STURGIS GROTTON at shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Capt. Earl Starrett made a trip to
53-tf
HOUSEWORK to do by hour, day or Crescent Beach Inn.______________ 59-61 Maine.
I Monhegan with freight Monday, the
, ’■“‘’lugs wanted. MARY
APARTMENT to let. five furnished
I principal items in the bill of iading DYER. 1 Fulton St._______________ 58*60 j rooms, all modern Improvements. Call IP, •».
4
being coal and an automobile.
YOUNG CAPABLE WOMAN with small 12 ELM ST.______________________ 59-61 4
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McLellan are child wants housekeeper's position ln MODERN apartment to let. five large
mans home. Address B.. care rooms and bath, central location. Apply
! being congratulated upon the birth refined
The Courier-Gazette.______________ 58*60 i 52 MASONIC ST.
55-tf
j of twin boys May 16.
WOMAN wanted for general houseNICE guNNY ROOMS to let. well heatMiss Ardelle Maxey who has been work. CALL 675
58-tf ed Continuous hot water, home prlvlIf you have a cottage to let or
in Boston for two weeks with rela
EXPERIENCED young woman wants I leges Price moderate. Apply 15 PLEASdesire summer boarders advertise the
tives and friends is returning home general Jiousework position or work as ANT ST., Vlnalhaven, Me._____ 59-61
fact ln this paper where thousands
waitress. TEL. 313 .
58*60
APARTMENTS ln Naum Block. Main
| today.
RELIABLE 16-vear old girl want* work St.. foUr rooms and bath; three rooms
will read of it.
Leon Leighton wenf to Lewiston
for
summer.
Can
begin
by
June
14.
For
and
bath;
also
a
store.
Apply
at
NAUM
Monday for a short stay.
information Inquire of BLANCHE SYL- & ADAMS. 220 Main St.
59*64 . ________-----------------Raymond Upham, Paul and Rus V,^T^n67 Talb?,A^« Rh^^hd. call MODERN BUNGALOW, furnished, with wllTHbEe ^. furnished N«™2tCwaUre
sell Morgan attended the Scout aricrJJOp m. Tel ICO.
58*60 „ ge, located 97 Maverick St Will be
^^Um^toage. MlJs’ FRED*' r!
Jamboree in Portland Saturday.
iet STURGIS GROTON. Cr^scen^B^h : WHITMORE. Vinalhaven. Me. Tel. 48-ZL
•..«..<> •••
They had entertainment in one of
Inn._____________________________ 59-61 ------------------------------------------------the Boy Scout houses. They were
FURNISHED ROOMS for light houseNBW COTTAGE for sale, two -Toms,
three of two thousand boys.
keeping or a small tenement to let. In-!
J0,1:rdo,c,^_Furn,™<l;
milre
at
35
CAMDFN
ST
58-60
$350.
Or will
bummer. JOHN
Miss Kathryn Scott is at home on
quire at 35 CAMDEN ST.
58 6U GORDON
Port rent
Ciydfor
e. Me.
60*62
her summer vacation from Bryant
FURNISHED MODERN house to let for
„IV
„„
& Stratton Business College, Boston.
fur. The approximate receipts from the the man who dries his wood under cover Phone, lights. LUCY C. SIMMONS, nished. beautiful location, near a nice
for
a
year
before
he
puts
it
on
the
marUnlon
clean
shore,
not
far
from
main
road.
entertainment Friday night for the ket. 6. H. CRIE. Tel. 122-2 Thomaston. THREE-ROOM furnished apartment to , _»
—a. one
— _.s_
----; village.
boat
about
mile afrom
Nurse Association were frem tickets, A load will convince you of the quality. iet. with free lights and water. THOMP- included. MRS. JAMES GREGORY.
$125; from the sale of candy. $25.50. Wood fltted. _____________________ 60-tf | SON’S. 16 Willow St.
58*60 ! Vlnalhaven. Maine.
58*60
The A.&P. Co. published a state
FOR SALE or exchange for suitable
SUNNY UP-STAIRS 6-room apartment
FOR SALE or rent, cottage at Crescent
coin
of
the
realm,
one
kitchen
range
to
i
e
t
Newly
remodeled.
Knox
St..
Beach,
all
modern
improvements.
LENA
ment recently that their sales had
coal Inc.tided) also bed room set (no Thomaston. EVELYN PEASLEE. Gonla’s K SARGENT. Tel. 990-M or 994.
58-CO
increased 13 percent over the previ (no
bedroom included), stands, chairs, et- atore Rockland TpI 710
57-tf -------- ——----- - --------------------------------------------------------------- ----- -1 COTTAGE to let. four sleeping rooms.
ous year. The share coming to the cetera. 700 MAIN ST.. Rockland. Tel. i
60-62
THREE ROOMS to let for light house- kitchen and living room, fire place, near
Thomaston store as the rc-ilt of its 315-W.
a
, .
rwx
keeping, bath. gas. range, lights, water, salt water. Completely furnished. V. F.
increase in business, is now being ex
MRS. CARL OLSON. 19 Myrtle St. 60-62 STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 .
57-tf
pended by the company in improving MRS. ARTHUR MARSH. 79 Broad St.
FOUR ROOM furnished a artment to
SUMMER COTTAGE for sale or to let.
60-62
let. 566 Main St. NELSON i. COBB.
at Ingraham Hill, on the shore, bath
conditions in the store. The whole
I WANT to sell my Ice cream business.
56-tf j electric lights, city water, all modern,
interior is being painted.
Established and sound. Good bargain.
completely
furnished.
Inquire
at
» * * «
BUNGALOW
with
five
rooms,
lights,
MRS. ELLEN PERRY. Tel. 277-W. 60-62
CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP. Rockland.
city water. Rent
very. reasonable.
-----Pim
Tel 12g3 Apply
All who remember William A. Dono
WOOD & BISHOP No. 8 kitchen range j pva ...—qr
55-tf
van will be sympathetically interest for sale, first class condition. Price $15. | EVA AMES’ 28 Elm St‘
55*57-tf
ed in the tragic story which has been JOE ZAHOWSKI. Searsmont. Maine.59*61 TURNISHED HOUSE. 5 rooms, to let. at Cooper's BeachX 6 rooms, electric
Other rents
rents oi
of | mlnutM
llghts' flrf;P
l!lce. Ro
nic
water,MRS.
garage;
10
Modern improvements utner
gathered from a letter received here
rom
cif|e and
L. E.
Beginning tomorrow at 9 a.m. sharp—we offer our entire stock of used cars at reductions
STRAWBERRY PLANTS. Senator Dun
dearrlpttons. ROBERT U. COLLINS, i S^C
kIhOTON “to
m R ______ 51-tf
from him by a relative: "I intended lap and other varieties, $1 per hundred. all
LACKINGTON.
178-R.
375 Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
ITel.
el. 178-R.
of as much as $150! The large number of sales of new Oaklands and Pontiacs has brought
writing you some time ago, but we A. H ROBINSON. 12 Wadsworth St..
56-tf
—
—. FURNISHED Cottage. Bayside. North60-71
us many fine cars in trade. We are now greatly cramped for space and must reduce this
have had so much trouble this spring Thomaston. Tel. 41-13.
EIOHT ROOM HOUSE to let. on Cara-' from pe'ot0'stnr«atttnJ!8l!.tS' 7W°..m,niS;
ONE
SINGLE
hayrack,
single
farm
P A° W OREOORY did
«°,K
that everything w"nt by the wayside. wagon, single horse sled, hay fork, fall den St., near Maverick square. Large
stock at once. Prices have been cut accordingly. There are many makes and models on
St.,
I was sick three weeks, the first time and pulleys for sale, all in A-l condition. garden spot and yard, garage If needed. Rocki.nd W’ OREGORY» 416 Main 49-tf
Rent
reasonable.
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS
sale, some can scarcely be told from new and are backed by our written Guaranty. Come
in 26 years, to start off things. Then Cheap for cash. Call BRENNAN’S SERV
s
56-tf
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms,
STATION, Cor. Broadway and Park
four weeks ago litkle Bobby Keyes ICE
in and inspect these cars. You will save many dollars by buying NOW! Come early
St. Tel Rockland 310.
60-tf
BIX ROOM tertament to let. modern, i ^rklfnd^To* b^fnrH(h»d’2."’n®3 np."1
(his daughter Dorothy’s son) five
at 9 Suffolk St. Apply MIL-1 gSS[ B pnnn 11 1 th 5eason- BEL
SPORTS ROADSTER. 1930. ‘300. In unfurnished,
TON M. GRIFFIN, 25 Oceah St.
55-tf S0N B COBB
s3-«
tomorrow for first choice! Ea: • Terms on any used car.
years old, was hit by an auto and quire
before 1 p. m. of EMMET ROSE.
skull fractured, leg broken in two 100 Union St.
59-61
TWO FURNISHED rooms to let for 1^
,e.
light housekeeping.
places and arm broken. He was un
TeL g( E. N. SYLVESTER
ELECTRIC HOT DOG MACHINE and -------804-J.
55-tf j 4 _________________ _______
4
conscious 15 hours. Eddie (husband four counter stools for sale cheap. Tel. 23 Cedar St.
59-61
FURNISHED apai
apartment, three rooms.; ?
of Dorothy and father of the boy) 531-W. 70 WALDO AVE.
let at 57 CRESCENT ST All modern |
NEW MILCH COW for sale. ALMOND to
was supposed to go out of town, but HALL.
58-60 H *♦*«••••
St. George.
59-61 Improvements.
because of Bobby's accident they
FIVE ROOM modern apartment to let.
NOTICE—This l\ to notify all persons
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, stoves, re- furnished
placed him in the yard and May 6 refrigerator.
or
unfurnished,
at
8
Summer
that after this date I will be responsible
Vlctrola and lots of records,
Call MRS. FROST. ,318-W.
55-tf
he was hit by a piece of timber and dishes, bedding, etc. Sale starts Mon St.__________________
fo$’. bills contracted by myself only.
SMALL cozy tenement to let; also fur- JJRS. LEONARD MADDOCKS, Rocklnnd.
59-tf
died almost instantly. We buried day. May 18. 18 RANKIN ST.
rooms by day or week. Apply at M*?
58*60
him last Saturday, a week ago today
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, large lot, nished
1929 OAKLAND CUSTOM SEDAN—Green
_____________________________________
55-tf55-tfONE MAN can obtain board with fami
and Dorothy and the children are garage. Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY. 10 LAUREL ST.
Duco with gray trim; the lustre of chrome
69 Park St. Tel. 1080 .
59-tf
TENEMENT tolet. eight rooms. 11 Hall ly of three adults on one of Maine’s
with me. It was one of the saddest
quietest, most beautiful and least known
Inquire LILLIANBICKNELL. 82
nickle radiator; hardware and trim will con
PATCHWORK — Dress Percale Clip St,
blows we have had for years as his pings;
58*60 Islands. For Information write T^care
7 lbs.. $1.00. Smaller sizes for Limerock St.
The Courier-Gazette.
^8-60
vince you of the newness of this car. A great
CCQC
children were the first grandchildren crazy quilts. 10 lbs.. $1.00. Postpaid. Or
HOUSE at 180 Main St., 6 rooms, bath,
and all of them were at my house pav postman, plus postage. LAWSON gas. electric lights. MRS E. C. GRANT. MEMORIAL DAY ROSES—Orders taken
bargain ..............................................................
for
hand
made
roses
for
Memorial
Day,
CO., 9 Aster St., Providence. 184 South Main St. Tel. 526-M
57-tf
half the time. Margaret (Mr. Dono TEXTILE
75 cents per doz. MRS. V. F. HILLS.
R. I.
59*61
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. North Tel. 1-3 Warren.
van’s oldest daughter) was in the
56-64
DAHLIAS, choice kinds, for sale. 15 Main St., rent reasonable. P. L. HAV1930 CHEVROLET SPECIAL FOUR DOOR
hospital and her baby was born mixed.
OUTSIDE PAINTING of all kinds by
$1. Many beautiful varieties ENER. Tel. 792. ____________
60-62
SEDAN in excellent condition throughout; a
when we were burying Eddie. > I am Send for price list of other offers. MRS. SIX ROOM tenement on Warren St spraying system, good Job, low price.
FELIX PAJUNEN, Box 54, R. No. 3.
I. PERRY. Willow-Brook Dahlia Gar
new car could not run any finer......................
vTUFtf
leaving for New York tonight to see A.
toilet. AppVt2f Union, Me.
54*62
58*63
my mother. I wrote her about it and dens. Hope. Me.
MARCELLING.
50c:
shampooing,
50
WHITE
NORTH
POLE
refrigerator
(or
she feels terribly as she loved Eddie sale, medium size. DR. E. L. SCARLOTT. APARTMENT to let, six rooms and
This Beautiful 1929 Pontiac Cabriolet
Svehlhg appointments a specialty.
1930 CHEVROLET SPORT COUPE—Low
C4QC
bath, at 104 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. MADELYN
as much as we.”
Tel. 130.
McCABE.
20
Oak
St.
Tel.
191.
58-60 27*M• 54-tf
You'll want to own this late model,
mileage and in very fine condition.................
■ • ______ _________________ sa-tf
POWER BOAT, 22 (i (t with latest Ford
slightly used Pontiac convertible coupe
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. on
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Peanuts make a good sandwich engine. Run less than 100 miles. Per Oak
St.
E.
C.
DAVB,
Fuller-Cobbwhen you see the splendid condition of
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO'.
fect
condition.
Will
sell
cheap.
TEL.
filling,
if
you
put
the
roast
shelled
Davl$.
54-tf
1929 ESSEX SPORT COUPE—With rumble
CJ44C
its beautiful Duco tinUhed Fisher
THOMASTON 26-4 or call 26 Oleason St.
47-tf
nuts through a course meat grinder _______
APARTMENT to let. furnished or un
58*60
body. It has been completely “Good
scat; looks like new..........................................
PAPER HANGING, Painting and ma
three rooms or single room, son work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY.
and then stir in enough cream to
HOWARD 17 and Elmo strawberry furnished,
Will” tuned and checked—its motor
HILL DANE. Tel. 427.
Contractor. Tel. 33-M.
45-tf
make the mixture easy to spread. plants for sale. 75c per 100. Postage all modern.
is quiet, powerful and speedy. Special
.
51-tf
58*60
Add salt. This filling will not be extra. CEDRIC NOYES. Union.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
2-day sale price only
FIVE
room
apartment
to
let.
on
Orient
at
the
Rockland
Hair
Store,
24
Elm
St.
JIGGER. GROCERY, cultivator, plows,
pasty.
separator and hay for sale. Price right. St. Apply NELSON B. COBB, or Louise Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.

WARREN

Paint Economy

••• ••• 'V *•*
p
: LOST AND FOUND ;

!

WANTED

♦

*•* n

SITUATIONS

REAL ESTATE

TO LET

♦

J Summer Cottages •
gp
»«•

Starting Tomorrows9ain..

\

FOR SALE

!

A Great Spring

Stock Reduction Sale
of Goodwill Used Cars
Over

20

MISCELLANEOUS •

fine cars to choose from

$

375

Your choice, $69.50 each

•* 1924 FORD TUDOR SEDAN—Good body finish and clean
fcifeftjrab
upholstery. Easily the best buy at this price in town

See it

••• *•• ••• ••• *•* *•* •♦•••••••

: AUTOMOBILES ;
•gp .«■ ••• ••• ••• ••* ’••* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* ?

Buy now at these low sale prices . . . Easy G. M. A. C. terms

FOR BETTE-*. TRADES ln Used Cars,
visit MILLERS GARAGE. Rankin St.
Rockland._______________________ 60-62
—TWENTY-NINE CARS for sale at 70
Park St. Open evenings until 8. To be
sold’at a bargain.
56-61

C. W. HOPKINS

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

65 Limerock Street
OPEN
1

1927 ESSEX COACH—In good running condition,
today

««. •*.

EVENINGS

Rockland, Maine

Tel. 1000

UNTIL

10

P.

M.

DURING

SALE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.3C
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’i
Island about 6 00 P. M.

LUCY C. SIMMONS. Union.
58-60
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted, $14;
limbs, 10*. Junks. $12: long. $10; soft
wood, fitted $8. delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
55-tf
SEEDS of all kinds for sale. Our stock
of seeds are all from reliable growers
and strictly new stock. C. C. TIBBETTS.
288 Main St.
55-tf
USED KITCHEN RANGE for sale, price
$20. L. W. McCARTNEY. 61 Limerock St.
Tel. 1255-R.
54-59
FARM for sale ln Lincolnville. 150
acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay,
apple orchards, pulp wood, good market.
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
St . Camden. Tel. 2597 .
43-tf
SIX-ROOM house for sale. Georges St.,
Thomaston, small payment down, price
$500 V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
1080.
52-tf

Williams at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
54-tf
TENEMENT to let, seven rooms, bath
room. electric lights and gas at 9 Union
St. Apply BENJAMIN MILLER, 26 Ran
kin St. Tel. 692-J.
58-60
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. 12 Cedar St.,
4 rooms, toilet, electric lights. Inquire
MR8. J. A. JAMESON. 40 North Main St.
Tel. 456-R.
'
44-tf
. ,
MODERN apartments to let
’
per month up. See J.IIKE ARMATA at;
Mens Shop, or call eJenlngs 286-R. 44-tf
FIVE ROOM tenement, lights, toilet,
gas. Vacant May 1. DR. BARTLETT.
.
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel
156-W.
41-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
240 Broadway.
53-tf

READtito

WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of .The Courter-Gdzette. with the
home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 >,i Con

B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

143-tl

" •'■•50*

XKNTAPS

gress 8t.

"

Tel. 519-J.
53-tf
MARCELLINO AND SHAMPOOING by
appointment. KATHERINE SMALL. 18
Pay St. Tel. 737-M.
48-tx
LET E. A. KNOWLTON die your saws
and repair your furniture at 2116 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
53-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
™p|efi of Tile Courier-Gazette, with the
South News
Agency, Washington’st7‘nexi”6ld South
Church: also at M. Andaman's 284 Tre
mont St.

J?****'***^,53-tf
****-*-*"*"«-*^^.^.gj
! EGGS AND CHICKS;
a. ♦-••••• $g
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's S.C. Reds. Bred
for eggs, type and color. State accred
ited for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for
500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
rival guaranteed. P. H. WYLLIE & SON
Thomaston, Me., Route 1.
53-tf

Every-Other-Day
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CROSS-KALLOCH

Society

i he Broadawy Home Was
the Scene of a Pretty
Spring Wedding
,nal. n°i®
regard-I Mrs. Charles McGann
accompanied
ing departures to
andPerso
arrivals,
this8 depart»<«
• *•
T «
ment especially desires Information of by her daughter, Mrs. Christine Lanisoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc. [ gan and son, all of Waterville, were

elamv reretv/d maU ” telePhone w111 be ' weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. S.
TELEPHONE

770 or 794-w H- Doe at The Highlands.

Announcements received today
read: “Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Leach
announce the marriage of their
daughter Helen to Mr. Oliver Prescott
Ingraham, on Thursday, the four
teenth of May, nineteen hundred and
thirty-one, New York.”

Miss Mary Small, home from Farm
ington Normal School, for the week
end, had as her guest, Miss Grace
Sargent of Brewer, a classmate.

The Clara Barton Guild meets this
afternoon at 3.30 at the home of Mrs.
E. W. Pike. It is desired that all
Miss Doris Hyler and Miss Anna work may be completed before the
Webster spent the weekend with end of the season which is near at
hand.
friends in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone were
Arthur Macomber was home from
guests of friends in Lewiston for the
Quincy over the weekend.
weekend. Mr. Stone has returned
but Mrs. Stone is spending the
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and • home,
of the week in Augusta as
son Richard, Mr. and Mrs. George L. 1 remainder
St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. guest of Mrs. E. C. Goodwin.
Smith and Capt. J. A. Stevens and
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Stiles of Au
daughter Katherine spent Sunday by gusta who came to attend the Crossmotoring to Pemaquid, Jefferson and j Kalloch wedding Saturday evening,
other adjacent points, a feature be were guests over the weekend of Mr.
ing the picnic dinner.
and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch, Amesbury
^street.
Mrs. Harriet Simonson of New
York is the guest of Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Mildred Condon spent the
Rich, 95 Rankin street for the sum weekend with Miss Nellie Gregory
mer.
and brother, Cedar street.
Miss Mary Sylvester was home
The Y.P.B. will meet Thursdav
from thc University of Maine for the evening at the home of Miss Vivian
weekend.
Chaples. Final plans for the enter
tainment of Miss Byrnes Wednesday '
Dwight Virgin motored to Portland evening May 27 will be made. An in
Sunday to visit his father who is a teresting missionary program is be
patient at the Maine General Hos ing prepared.
pital.
Misses Izzelle Andrews and Eleanor
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon enter Weed spent Sunday in Montville,
tained the Friday Night Club at sup guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Sprowl.
per and cards Saturday evening.
Honors were won by Mrs. Damon and
Mr. and Mrs J. F. Knight and1
Henry Jordan.
daughter Bertha, and Mrs. Ruth Me- ;
Beath and daughter Betty motored |
Miss Lena Shorey who recently to the Belgrade Lakes Sunday where j
underwent an appendicitis operation Miss Knight attended a reunion pic- j
at the Eye & Ear Infirmary in Port nic for Maine girls at Camp Abena.
land is expected to arrive at her
Thomaston home during the week.
The Comer Club was entertained
Friday afternoon by Mrs. Edward
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover were Gonia.
guests for the weekend of friends in
Portland.
Mrs. C. A. Palmer and three chilThe Speech Readers Club meets to I dren were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Palmer in Gardiner. Mr.
morrow afternoon.
Palmer motored there Sunday, re
Mrs. Eugene Frost and son Sher turning later in the day accompanied
wood who spent the winter in Quincy i by his family.
with Mr. Frost, who has employment
There will be a bridge party at the
in South Boston, are expected home
Saturday. They will be accompanied BPW rooms Thursday evening under
by Mr. Frost who will spend a short the auspices of the club.
time at home.
Miss Esther Nickerson is conval
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and son escing from rheumatic fever, now
Charles, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Spear being able to sit up a short time each
and son Richard, were guests of Mr. day. She is being cared for by Mrs. I
and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett at Birch Ethel Campbell.
Knoll, Jefferson, Sunday.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector of St.
Harry Smith of Bath was a Rock i Peter’s Episcopal Church and Rev.
land visitor Friday and Saturday.
I Ralph Hayden of St. Thomas'
Madame Ernestine Schumann- • Church, Camden, are attending the ,
Heink is soon leaving for a vacation 112th annual convention of the Epis- •
In Europe. She will be 70 years old I copal Church Diocese of Maine in j
in June, and in view of this fact it Portland. Tonight at 6.30 a dinner I
is surprising to learn that the noted will be given at the Falmouth Hotel
contralto has been engaged to sing which will be a feature of the con
Wagnerian roles at the New York vention to be attended by delegates
and laymen from Portland and viMetropolitan Opera next season.
i cinity. Speakers will be the Rt. Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Carroll and i Benjamin Brewster. Bishop of Maine,
an Donald of Auburn who came to Capt. B. Frank Mountford, organttend the Cross-Kalloch wedding I izer of the Church Army in the
rere guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur United States, and the Rev. Ray
I. Cross, Limerock street, for the mond A. Heron, rector of Grace
weekend.
I Church, Lawrence, Mass.
Mrs. Mabel Reed and daughters
Mrs. Emerson Sadler entertained
can and Marion , of Winthrop,
lass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. at a bridge luncheon Wednesday eve
ning, when honors were taken by
l Thurston at The Highlands.
Mrs. Edward Gonia and Mrs. E. W.
The seventh birthday of Marie i Freeman.
lelen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Miss Edith M. Dunn of Portland
.orenzo Dodge, was charmingly celeirated at her home, 58 Camden street has been the guest of Mrs. R. H.
Saturday afternoon, with 18 little Britt, Summer street, for a few days.
lassmates. The table was prettily During her visit she was tendered a
lecorated in pink and white and the bridge luncheon by Mrs. Britt, at
ilace cards were in the form of pir.k which honors were won by Mrs. A.
nd blue rose nosegays. The birth- R. Havener and Mrs. Jtay Eaton,
lay cake was done in pink and white, with a guest prize for Miss Dunn.
irith pink candles, and there were
ilso dainty little cakes, sandwiches , Mrs. R. H. Britt entertained at a
,nd ice cream. Marie received very bridge luncheon Saturday afternoon
iretty presents and all had “a lovely at her home on Summer street as a
ime." Those present were Mary
lodge, Barbara Derry, Pearl Smith, birthday observance for Mrs. Lena .K
torma Richards, Barbara Bartlett, Sargent. Honors were won by Mrs.
Jorothy Bisbee, Ruth McMahon, Edward Gonia and Mrs. John S.
Josephine Farrington. Virginia Don- Ranlett, 3d. A birthday cake was
ihue, Cynthia MacAlman, Clarabel featured in the luncheon menu, and
□each, Francis D'Agostino, Janice Mrs. Sargent was tendered a hand
i’arnham. Bill Cummings, Myron kerchief shower by her friends.
lummings, Henry Dodge and Walter
.1.
Miss Sarah Glover of Charlotte,
lodge.
N. C„ who has been spending several
Miss Mabel A. Elwell of Arlington. months with her brother, Edward
Mass., was a weekend guest of her Glover, in Vienna, expects to leave
cousin, Mrs. E. C. Payson.
about June 1 for Paris where she
will remain some time. Miss Glover
Mrs. Rena Johnson of Dorchester, will probably return to the States
ass., was the guest of her sister
rs. Harry Hanscom, Masonic street, during August.
-er the weekend.
Mrs. Irene Moran, Mrs. Suella
Mrs. Maynard Greenlaw of North Sheldon, Mrs. Bernice Havener, Mrs.
Jane Beech and Mrs. Mary PerryHaven is a visitor in this city.
Rich motored Saturday to Waterville
Mrs. G. L. Quinn has returned where they attended the second an
nual Literature Day under the
from North Haven.
auspices of the Maine Federation of
The Missionary Society of the Women’s Clubs on the Bates College
Congregational Church will be enter campus. There were 600 clubwomen
tained at the home of Mrs. Laforest in attendance, the program of the
Thurston, Old County road, Wednes day including an organ recital,
day at 3 o’clock. The ladies are re speakers of prominence, luncheon, a
quested to take mite boxes.
play, etc. The outstanding feature
was the appearance of Prof Stephen
A Belfast correspondent writes: T. Leacock of McGill University as
Miss Jean Chilles, whose engagement
to Beldin W. Tracy of Houlton was the principal speaker. Internationally
recently announced by her parents, known as a humorist, he kept his
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chilles, was the hearers amused during the whole of
guest of honor at a bridge shower his address which was on the sub
party given Thursday evening by ject “Literature at Its Latest and
Mrs. Lyla S. Maddocks and Miss Hil Lightest.” He started with1 humor
dred Weymouth at their home, on ous descriptions of modern methods
Miller street, Belfast. The decora of writing mystery stories, and as
tions were in may-basket designs serted that everybody likes crime and
with a rainbow color scheme. The if they buy a book they want a
bride-to-be was presented with a good murder in the first few pages.
handsome green and white basket He devoted a little time to English
filled with many handsome towels mystery stories, which differ from
and favorite recipes for home cook American: gave his opinion of Scot
ing. At bridge the prizes went to
Misses Viola Blake and Doris Wilson land Yard which invariably appears
and at Michigan to Mrs. Louise Nick in English murder mysteries and then
erson. Sandwiches, ice cream, cake told how he would start a mystery
and soft beverages were served. tale. The closing feature of the day
There were 24 guests, including was a tea and reception in Chase hali
school teachers and other friends of with Mrs. Clifton D. Gray in charge,
| assisted by the Bates facility women.
the special guests.

A spring wedding of much charm
was that of Saturday evening
when Julettie, daughter of Mrs
Herbert Kalloch, Amesbury street,
was united in marriage to Raymond
Fogler Cross, the ceremony taking
p!ace in the home newly prepared for
the young couple at 393 Broadway.
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor of thc
Universalist Church officiated, the
double ring service being used.
There were about 60 guests, includ
ing members of the two families and
friends.
/
The lovely decorations .were under
the supervision of Mrs. Minnie
Rogers and Miss Madlene Rogers.
In the hall the balustrade was
wound with white ribbons and crepe
paper, festoons being used effectively
also. White streamers and shades
were features of the living rooms,
with artistic bouquets placed here
and there of cut flowers, daffodils,
[ cherry blossoms and other spring
bloom. The bridal arch was done in
I green.
Prior to the ceremony Miss Bertha
Miller of Vinalhaven played as a
piano solo “Flower Song” by Gustav
Lange, and Mrs Ida Huntley sang
j Cadman’s “At Dawming" and DeKoven's “O Promise Me;" and to the
i strains of Mendelssohn's “Wedding
March," also played by Miss Miller
Style correctness » » plus
I the bridal party entered thc parlors
quality » » plus economy.
First came the ribbon pages—Carl
j Kalloch in a black velvet suit, and
! Mary Cross in blue organdie, then
That's what you’ll find in
the matron of honor, Mrs. Lewis Col
this new Phoenix hose.
tart; the ring bearer, John Knight
Here are its leatures » »
1 in black velvet, and carrying the two
and all at this astonishingly
j rings in white roses; the flower girls,
Ebba Kalloch and Alice Cross, both
low price.
in blue organdie, and finally the
bride. The group was met at (he
All silk » Full fashioned
bridal arch by Mr. Welch, the groom
and his best man, J. Randall Mar
» Sheer chiffon » Picot
shall.
edge » Run stop » Flat
The bride’s attractiveness was en
tering subdued finish >
hanced by a stunning gown of orchid
Narrow slenderizing
chiffon with matching hat and shoes
ankle » Silk plaited foot
and she carried orchid snapdragons
» Tipt-toe for extra long
and yellow roses. Mrs. Coltart’s gown
mileage » »
was of yellow tulle and canton
crepe and her bouquet was of yellow
J snapdragons.
Never has your hosiery dollar
An informal reception followed the
purchased such an ideal combi
J ceremony, during which ices and
I cake were served, the bride cutting
nation of fashionable quality and
and serving the bridal cake. Smail
serviceability. Ask for No. 770
pieces of rich wedding cake, prettily
in every new desirable spring
wrapped and tied, were also passed
shade.
: to the guests. Miss Madlene Rogers
supervised the refreshments, being
assisted in serving’ by Mrs. Lawrence
Leach, Miss Katherine Nosworthy,
Miss Beatrice Barham and Mrs. Shcr| wood Williams. The guest book was
: in charge of Miss Gladys Alley ana
Mrs. Addison Stiles, a sister of the
i bride, acted as hostess.
; The bride’s present to her matron
J of honor was a hand carved ivory
Miss Bertha Miller of Vinalhaven >
INGRAHAM-LEACH
! necklace, and the groom to his best
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
1 man a pigskin billfold.
Herbert Kalloch, Amesbury street,
A clever march was stolen on
As the bride ran upstairs to change
for a few days, to attend the Cross- friends by Oliver Ingraham of Rock ! into her traveling suit of blue flannel
Kalloch wedding.
port and Miss Helen Leach of this with .matching hat and other acces
city whose marriage in New York on sories she threw her bouquet from
Rev. Frank Luce arrives today from the afternoon of May 14 has been the top of the stairs, the lucky
Dorchester, Mass., to be at the Luce announced. The ceremony took "catcher" being Miss Eva Rogers
homestead, Camden road, for a few place at the Madison avenue Baptist The young couple made their get
Church, with Rev. Dr. George C. away mid wild merriment. Com
days.
Moore officiating. The double ring pletely surrounded by the younget
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie have ar service was used. The couple were guests, it was with difficulty that
rived home from an extended motor attended by Mr. and Mrs. Thurston j they got out of the house and into
trip covering seven weeks, during P. Blodgett of New York, Mrs. i the waiting automobile, and then it
which the South and Southwest, as Blodgett being a sister of the bride. was to be chased around the city foi
far as Texas, and up to Missouri, Following the ceremony dinner was hours before they finally evaded the
served at the Hotel Woodstock. pursuers. The destination of thc
w’ere traversed.
Tudor City, N. Y., after which thc honeymoon trip was not divulged.
Mrs J. Marden deShon who has newlyweds left for a ten days’ motor
The bride is a graduate of the
been in the city for several days in trip through the White Mountains Vinalhaven High School, and Rock
regard to the Delphian Society in and Canada. The bride who was be land Commercial College. She is
terests has returned to her home in comingly attired in a black and white employed by the Knox Finance Co.
traveling suit, with matching hat, is and attorneys, E. B. McAllister ana
Portland.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs C. S. Roberts, who are much gratified
Miss Eleanor Bird was home from Vesper A. Leach of this city. She that she is to continue in their serv
is a graduate of Bradford Academy ice. She is a member of Golden Rod
Old Town for the weekend.
and Farmington Normal School, and
Chapter, O.E.S., and of the N & S
Richard Britt, Jr. and Percy Young also attended Boston University. She Club. Mr. Cross, son of Mr. and Mrs.
has
been
employed
the
past
year
as
who attended the Boy Scout rally in
Wilbur S. Cross of this city, is a
Portland were guests of Mr. and Mrs. educational counselor in the schools graduate of the Rockland High
of Camden, where her work was
H. H. Randall for the weekend.
marked by high efficiency. Her res School ’27, and is employed at the
Huston-Tuttle Book Store. He is a
Mrs. Jennie Bird who has been the ignation has been received with re member of Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F.,
gret
She
is
a
very
popular
member
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bird at
and is a young man held in the high
Northampton, Mass., for several days of the younger society set.
est esteem by all who know him.
Mr.
Ingraham,
the
son
of
Mr.
and
after spending the winter at Miami
The popularity of the young couple
Mrs.
Enos
E.
Ingraham
of
Rockport,
Fla., is expected home this week.
was
testified by the array of giftsattended Bowdoin College, class of
money, china, linen, glass, furnisnMr. and Mrs. William P. Kelley 1926, and is a member of the Delta
ings, etc.
and two children have arrived home Epsilon fraternity. For the past
Among the out of town guests were
from Boston where they spent sev three years he has been associated Mr and Mrs. Addison Stiles, Mr.
with
the
Loose-Wiles
Co.,
with
head

eral days.
and Mrs. L. A. Stiles, Miss Annie
quarters in Boston.
Stiles and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gar
The
young
couple
are
coming
to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore mo
diner, all of Augusta; Mr. and Mrs.
tored to Portland Sunday for the day. Rockland from their honeymoon trip Clifford Carroll and son Donald ol
and will be here for a few weeks until
Auburn; and Miss Bertha Miller ol
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr. goes today to future plans arc determined.
Vinalhaven.
Portland where this evening she will
Mrs. E. L. Scarlott entertained at
be speaker at the annual luncheon
MANY PROGRAM FEATURES
of the Woodrow Wilson Club. Mrs. bridge Saturday evening with Mrs.
Raymond
Perry
carrying
off
the
Moran’s subject will be “Women in
Await the Maine Federation of BPW
highest score.
Politics.”
In Augusta This Week

A New Silk Hosiery
Sensation

PHOENIX
M.00

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Miss Ramona Leadbetter of the
Mrs. Elizabeth Firth who spent the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Ed High School faculty spent the week
win L. Scarlott, is visiting friends in end at her home in Belfast.
Lewiston before returning to her
Browne Club will hold its final
home in Camden.
meeting Friday evening at the home
Mrs. Linwood Rogers is spending a of Mrs. Charles Whitmore, Granite
few days in Fort Fairfield with her street.
husband, Dr. Rogers.
H. P. Blodgett is attending a meet
Miss Estelle Hall was home from ing of the division superintendents of
Farmington Normal School for the the Central Maine Power Company
weekend. Miss Hall is chairman of in Augusta today. He is accompanied
the “D" hop which takes place Satur bv L. E. Jones, Irving Rich and Mrs.
day evening.
Florence Ellis, who are also attend
ing divisional meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W! Gregory and
daughter Ruth and Miss Mabel Oxton
The Junior Harmony Club meets
have returned from a weekend trip tomorrow afternoon directly after
to Boston, the object of which was to school at the home of Mrs. Faith
attend the successful solo recital of Berry, when final arrangements for
Mr. and Mirs. Gregory's daughter, Junior Day in Portland Saturday will
Miss Edna Gregory, a member of the be completed. If members who are
1931 class of the Faelten Pianoforte rehearsing in the school operetta will
Schoo!.
attend this special meeting they will
Baraca Class will hold a business be excused in a very short time.
meeting Thursday evening in the
There will be a public bridge party
Methodist vestry at 7.30. A social
hour with refreshments will follow. J Thursday evening at the BPW rooms
with Mrs. Evie Perry as hostess.
Bridge fans are much interested in
the charity bridge to be given by the
Mrs. Lucy A. Glover who has been
Elks tomorrow evening at 7.30. Mrs. a guest at Mr. and Mrs. F. W Fuller's
A. C. Jones as chairman is being has gone to Orono where she will visit
assisted by Mrs. E. H. Larrabee, Mrs. her son John W. Glover, who is at
C. W. Proctot, Mrs. Harold Burgess, the head of the engineering depart
Mrs. Ralph Trim, Mrs. C. O. Perry, ment of University of Maine. Later
Mrs. Sumner Perry, Mrs. Wallace she returns to this city and opens
Spear, Mrs. Thomas Keating and her Masonic street home for the
Mrs. Perley Damon.
summer.

The annual convention of the
Maine Federation of Business and
Professional Women’s Clubs will
take place Fridav and Saturday in
Augusta, with the Augusta BPW Club
as hostess.
One of the outstanding features
will be the annual banquet Friday
evening. Four prominent speakers
are scheduled to appear—Dr. Dennis
Myers, director of research. American
Peace Foundation; Dr. Grace H.
Beardsley, former Maryland BPW
president; Rev. Hilda Ives of Port
land, and Grube Cornish, executive
secretary of the Maine Department
of Public Welfare.
Dr. Beardsley, former president of
the National organization, assistant
professor of Latin and history at
Goucher College, will bring to the
club members the aims and objectives
of the parent organization. After
her graduation from Vassar with an
A B. degree in 1917, she went to the
Research Division of the Foreign
Trade Bureau of the Guaranty Trust
Company of New York City and
served two years as assistant head of
that division. Later she went to Ro
land Park Country School near Balti
more, where she taught for six years,
her effectiveness as an educator be
ing recognized at the close of that
period by her appointment to an
assistant professorship at Goucher.
Hence her career has been dual, em
bracing both business and pro
fessional pha'C
Dr. Beardsley has both A. M. and

FLORENCE REED.' A recent photograph of this glamorous star whose latest success
was The Shanghai Gesture. She is now in Hollywood to make pictures.

SAYS

FLORENCE REED

Famous stage Star
tells how you, too, may keep
youthful charm
ITH a woman-k’s how old she
not how old she is that
counts!” says Florence Reed, famous
stage star.
“Stage and screen stars know how to
stay young — how to keep youthful
freshness year after year. And practi
cally every prominent star shares one
secret. Youthful charm depends on com

Wlooks,

plexion beauty! We consider our com
plexions priceless. For years I have
used Lux Toilet Soap regularly to keep
my skin youthful.”
Florence Reed is only one of countless
beautiful favorites of the stage and
screen who depend on Lux Toilet Soap
to keep their complexions always ex
quisitely smooth.
In Hollywood actually 605 of the 613
important screen actresses use this fra
grant white soap.
Surely your skin should be kept youth
fully aglow —and can be — this safe,
gentle way! Order several cakes — today!

Lux Toilet Soap_aot
PhD. degrees from Johns Hopkins
University, the latter having been
given in classical archaeology. She
is author of one book “The Negro in
Greek and Roman Civilization.” She
is a member of the faculty of the
School of the Printed Page, an in
teresting new experiment in adult
education just inaugurated by the
National Federation of BPW Clubs.
Several members of thc local club
are planning to attend. Reservations
for the different luncheons and ban
quets may be made to Miss Adeline
B. Johnson, 7 Sewall street, Augusta,
or through the local club president,
Miss Doris Hyler. Miss Hyler wishes
to be notified of all members who
plan to attend, in order that mem
bers' cards may be issued.

STATE POLICE BUSY

I

One hundred and ninety arrests ’
were made by the State Highway
police in April, their department’s
record shows. Charges on which ar
rests were made included: Larceny of
automobile, five; improper registra
tion, 25; operating unregistered car,
15; no license, 28; hitch hiking, six;
no rear view mirror on truck, four;
driving while intoxicated, 15; reck
less driving, 10; manslaughter, two;
overweight truck, 11; speeding, six;
hit and run, three; registration plates
obscured, one; failure to obey stop
sign, two; arson, two; improper
brakes, one; and parking without
lights, two.

WED.
THURS.

They defied all codes and
conventions. Did they win
back the love their parents had
destroyed?

“Young

Sinners”
with

THOMAS MEIGHAN
IIARDV ALBRIGHT

DOROTHY JORDAN
ADDED
’ <r
OUR MEDICINE”
' ! i ... SHALT NOT”

NCW SHOWING
Peter B. Kyne's
“NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL
MEET"

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Tel. 85:

Shows 2.03, 6 5. 8.45
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Daylight Time
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Don't raise chicks on the same
MEETINGS THIS WEEK
of St George back of 1850, when it
to upset the institutional personnel.
STILL LOYAL TO MAINE
Mt Ml
.
Soil
was 2217. In 1930 it was 2080. In
, land -year after year. __
. contamiThe commission has served as a !
1803 the amount to be raised from ! Miss Estelle Nason and Miss Law- nation is one of the most common
cushion to absorb the impact of any I
Former Cashing Woman, Now Locat
rence To Address Home Demon causes of failure in raising chicks.
It Gives Too Much Power To undue pressure. Behind this protect- I
taxes was $800. In 1931 the amount
ed in Braintree, Writes Interesting
The ground on which chicks have
stration Sessions
voted is $47,033.97.
ing wall the employees of the in
Letter
been reared should be cultivated,
One Man, Says Ex-Gov. stitutions have been able to direct
A. B. Crocker
• • * •
sown to a crop and not used for
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
'
their attention almost exclusively to
State
Home
Demonstration
Agent
Brewster
"Pardner” of Thomaston asks if
chicks for at least a year.
As it is impossible for me to write Iv‘
the welfare of the dependents of the
Leader,
Miss
Estelle
Nason,
is
to
be
Adella F. Veazie
to all the dear friends and neighbors.
A news item in the May 5 issue of "Dad" in his diaries ever mentions in Knox and Lincoln Counties today
Nevada is consistent, anyway. Hav
Speaking Monday night over Sta state who were in their charge.
so through the kindness of The ! this paper was of great interest to Manana. Not directly, but I do find and will visit the chjld feeding meet- ing
"Men appointed to these various Eft
enabled people
...6 ______
_ to
— marry
.. . early
tion WLBZ in Bangor , under aus
Courier-Gazette we send greetings me. a native of that town. "St. this entry:
ing in Damariscotta at Baptist ves- and often, it legalized all forms of
pices of the Maine Federation of boards have Immediately become!
to all.
I George tax rate, total commitment
Women's Clubs, former Governor absorbed in the institution under
"April 27, 1878. Was over to Dr. try. Miss Lawrence, home demon- gambling.—New York Telegram
(Number Six)
Our first experience after leaving j $47,033.97." I quote from a history Woodside's and stopped all night stration agent, will discuss the food
Ralph O. Brewster sweepingly con their charge, and in season and out,
Last summer I was told of two Maine was not a pleasant one. As of the town of St. George, Maine,
needs of children from infancy
demned the administration code bill have urged vigorously at Augusta
the needs of their Inmates. They little girls who ate woodbine ber the roads began to improve so did \ "The first towm meeting was held with a John Williams front Monhe- through adolescence telling what
passed by the last legislature.
"In ever more subtle ways,” he have pinched and scrimped and ries, one with fatal result, while the the speed, and we burned out the i at the dwelling house of Capt. Sam'l Ban Isle who had all the fingers of part the different kinds of food play
That was on the Watts, Monday, April 4, 1803. The his left hand amputated. He had in building healthy bodies. During
said in his introduction, "autocracy planned to make their appropriations other was very ill for a long time. bearing on our car.
Turnpike road. They told us we had highest number of votes cast was 46 them crushed ln the machinery of the afternoon she will give a dem
rears its head . . . Fundamental go to the utmost and to make their
the fog whistle. He is a brother Ma onstration of foods suitable for .chil
Now I think there must be a mistake better junk our car and buy a Ford for Hon. Henry Knox for Senator.
changes in our methods of ordering institution a model.
“Being specific may be of help. somewhere for I have never heard they had for sale, as the main bear- 1 "Voted $400 for repairs of high- ' son of Aina Lodge.'
dren. Recipes, feeding schedule and
The fog whistle I believe was on a guide for balanced meal planning
ing was gone. Anyhow they worked ways: $3#0 for support of schools:
The state hospitals for the Insane
of
any
poisonous
element
in
wood

Manana Island. Mr. Williams who will be given to those present.
with our caf nine hours, and with ! $250 to defray town charges,
and feeble minded in Maine mav
"Voted: That meeting be adjourned was on watch, fell into the maA film strip picture “Build Early
challenge comparison with any in bine, and I think some other berry noise similar to truck wagon we arthe country in administration. Their must have been mistaken for it— rived in Quincy where a very reli- to May 4, at meeting house in this chinery, crushing and mangling his for Strong Straight Bones" will also
AS LOW AS
heads are widely recognized as au perhaps poison ivy, though the color able mechanic proved that they had town." (This must have been the hand. He had to wait for his relief be shown. All mothers with children
First
Baptist
at
Wiley's
Corner,
as
and
by
that
time
was
very
weak
from
of the berries is entirely different. lnserted connection rod wrong and
are cordially invited.
thorities.
Other Extension meetings this
"The chairman of the Republican I Children however, would not be like- the main bearing was as good as the Second Baptist at Turkey was pain and loss of blood. They
DELIVERED
not
built
until
1824,
and
the
Third
wrapped
his
hand
as
best
they
could,
week are to be held on preparation
State Committee has served for many ly to know this and I doubt if any new. and that there was some
If you investigate Majestic's ex
brought him by boat to Herring Gut, of milk and milk products Wednes
years as President of the board of child would be likely to eat more foreign matter in the gas that caused Baptist at the Harbor until 1847).
clusive features you will invest In
-Met according to adjournment thence by team to the Harbor. They day, at Simonton, Thursday at Applehospital trustees and was reappoint- | than one or two of such hard, un- the difficulty.
no other.
telegraphed to Thomaston to Dr ton and Fridav at Rockport. The
Most of our friends who built Mav 4. 1803.
ed during my administration. Never i palatable things as woodbine berries,
"Voted: Not to raise any money Levensaler and the two physicians meeting in Appleton will be held at
once has there been a suggestion that 1 Perhaps they ate something else houses here ln war time were very
operated with the help of Dad as 10.30 o'clock standard and all others
politics familiar with hospitals, which made them sick and only toid anxious to sell, and awful stories of for the support of the gospel.
"Voted: To reconsider the vote for nurse. The diary entry of May 3 on daylight.
unemployment were all we heard.
Everyone familiar with the facts of the woodbine berries.
585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
____ the
._ _____
__ [ _____
_ _like
__ __
knows
days______
each _____
month of
I would
to hear if any one else ' But for some reason we were very raising $400 for the repair of high- states Mr. Williams went home to
Authorized Dealer For Majestlo
Nllo’s Repair Shop. Spring street,
conscientious attention that is given I has testimony to offer on the sub lucky. On a large estate they want- wa-vs an<^ tbat $350 bc raised in lieu Monhegan that day. I was never on
Products
.........................................................
'
----- understood
. . . —
.... thereof."
Monhegan Isle.
Boze.
will be open Saturday nights here
farming,
by
this board to the faithful func- ', ject. In all articles
I have seen ex- ed• a man who
59 tf
Somerville, Mass.
after.—adv.
8-tf
1 have no record of the population
tioning of these institutions. This plaining the difference between the —for they had a garden spot, well,
board stands as an administra- two plants, much stress is laid on the about as larBe as our front yard in —
tive model for boards anywhere ln j fiact
act that
mat woodbine
woociDine is
is harmless.
narmiess. " It
it ': CushinB—and a woman who could '
the country. “This board is typical _______
______
______so------ seems to_____
me that
with____
both plants
'
food■ wholesome
food.
I- |. |
of the 15 or 20 commissions that have common, every one should "be
n>y stars, and those women 1i '
be able to i thanked my
been developed to administer the wel- 1 know the' difference at a glance, fot , n Maine, who *have
----- —helped
J------------“*■
me with
fare institutions of our state.
woodbine has its leaves in clusters of
manY f,ne recipes during our 20
"The state has commanded a tre five, while poison ivy is in clusters 5’ea£s stay there.
mendous amount of disinterested de I of three
t We have taken rides all around
votion at a total expense of $13,000
If vou have any doubt about it b^e and visited agricultural schools.
a year. The... recent
,-wsh bond. nnrt
in a cf™™ cn. but feel disappointed.
we have
, .. survey
.
. recog... wash
hands and arms in
a strong so- seen many fine flocks ofTrue
poultry, also
mzed the quality of their service: the juti
f R
d
returning
economies of their administration; ;
°
°
~
~5 cattle, but not nicer than we have
seen before, down home. It is
and the absence of the baleful In-:
t
flucnce of politics and petty graft. It ) are
fro^
e,ffec4,' 7 read strange how many deserted farms
does not seem possible that these in- in varlous fl°ral a’j4?le?
and "for sale" signs there are. and
Former Governor Brewster
stitutions can be administered at less , P^son* are po soned by handling the we spied only two pair of horses on
expense under any plan, nor is this : ro?U
Pnnjjjla Obconica. Now the field work, in an all-day ride.
j’”1’
“?«** r“t5 ha,ve to be
As for summer coming here earlier
our affairs must be examined with seriously contended.
handled is when shifting from one than in Maine, it is O. K. with steam
increasing care.”
* * * *
: pot to another, so if one is careful heated houses and well cultivated
Discussing the tremendous power
“Entirely aside from any question t0 remove the earth in one mass with fruit trees and flower beds, but as
that would be given one individual,
of proper appreciation of the unsel- ; tbe root®.
seems as if there coula a whole, not much difference. We
he said:
have been here a month now. Busi
“Placing one political appointee fish service of these institutional be ver>' little danger.
During the publication of Park's ness as a whole is still reported as
in charge of two thousand people trustees the state cannot afford to
receiving pay from the state for ser scrap this entire system that has , Floral Magazine. I picked up vari- dull.
Greetings to all who know us. We
vices without civil service restric stood the test of time and the dem- °us Items regarding work among
We are staging this great advance sale just before the opening season
tions of any kind offers serious pos onstrated service it represents, flowers, and among them was one will be back some day into the peace
sibilities of trouble. Such an indi without being reasonably sure that which has been of much service to and liberty that Maine has to offer.
so
thrifty home lovers can take advantage of the tremendous savings.
me, so I am passing it along hoping
Mrs. J. E. Bedell
vidual is apt at any time to be sub conditions will be improved.
So
radical
a
change
as
the
one
may
help
some
one
else.
When
54
Cochato
Rd.,
Braintree,
Mass.
ject to tremendous pressure from the
appointing power by whom he may proposed seems unwarranted when i y°u “ind your plants infested with
A. JAY SEE IS GRATEFUL
at any time be removed. In addition, practically every criticism of condi- ' the tiny red spider, I know of noththis man would be the final arbiter tions made by the recent survey , mg that will kill them except water,
in the distribution of aid to thou committee could be remedied by the and this is not always easy to apply Rock-Ribbed Northern Knox Pats
Another Strain On Vocabulary Nor
sands of citizens dependent directly exercise of powers that are already 1 m sufficient quantity to destroy the
malcy
or indirectly upon the bounty of the lodged by law in the Chief Execu- | pest. However I found no difficulty
tive. as he himself has recently after using the following method:
state.”
! pointed out.
1 Cut a piece of stiff cardboard large Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mr. Brewster spoke thus:
Well, well, we can now see just j
"Consolidation in business is so J “It would seem wiser first to exer- ' enough to completely cover the top
much the order of the day that con- else these admitted powers in at- \ ot your flower pot. and cut a slot the proper way to express gratitude '
solidation in government has a tempts to correct any difficulties ! from one side to the middle, large "Dunt" gave us a problem, acknowl-!
rather ready-made appeal. Wiping rather than to revolutionize the sys- , enough to slip by the stem of the edging it to be too much, even for
out at one stroke all their powers tern by which the welfare work has ' plant Then turn pot and all upside him. He almost begged for relief
down over a deep dish of water, im- The response was almost instantane- j
and responsibilites in a single man. long been carried on.
"Placing one political appointee in j mersing the infested plant for sev- ous from far and near, at least,
appointed by. and responsible to the
Governor, suggests an increase in I charge of 2.000 people receiving pay eral hours. This will kill every three well known mathematicians
Just the value you'v% been waiting for.
efficiency.
. from the State for services without spider and if this is done every week giving him the same correct answer.
Cretonne covered auto spring cushion,
“Under this banner the adminis- I civil service restriction of any kind for a time any eggs which may hatch No acknowledgment at all was given
cretonne covered padded back, wide
trativc code bill was evolved. Its ' offers serious possibilities of trouble. 1 later are killed almost as soon as by "Dunt."
woven arms, sturdy hardwood frame.
history is revealing. The original I Such an individual is apt at any time , they are born In cold weather it
May 2 I met "Dunt" accidentally at j
We invite comparison—it's a value that
survey report in large measure was to be subject to tremendous pressure [ would be well to slightly warm the Hope. He made no reference to the
So sturdy, smart, you'll be amazed
can't bc beat.
scrapped. Only the financial and from the appointing power by whom ' water in order not to chill the plant,
at the extraordinary value! Love
DOWN
welfare sections emerged in the final he may at any time be removed. In There are various remedies given in problem. His greeting to me was'
ly walnut reed. Metal container.
You can order this by mail
exceedingly
pleasant.
His
hand[
draft. The financial provisions seem addition, this man would be the final , floral columns for plant pests, but I
Remember,
only
78
to
sell!
Hurry
50c WEEKLY
shake
was
firm
and
full
of
energy
calculated to effectuate economies, arbiter in distribution of aid to thou- ' have found this the most effectual
for vours!
He gave no indication of any blow to
The health and welfare department sands of citizens dependent directly : as well as the easiest way out.
NO PHONE OR MAIL
You shop here for your summer furnishing, you'll find
be
delivered.
But
the
blow
has
is a monstrosity.
or indirectly upon the bounty of the ,
------------------ORDERS PLEASE!
a most complete and stylish assortment at prices that
fallen.
He
has
deemed
Maine
too
ig,
“The New York experts of the sur- State.
.................
A PRINCESS ASKS
will surprise you.
norant for Instruction; has even j
vey have never before recommended
Without reference to factional
rt i i'll _____
turned down Washington. D. C. and
such a merger in health and welfare 1 fights within Republican ranks, is it
.
.
and the reports from the two or three advisable to inaugurate a system . About the Scenic Attractions flies to Boston for succor. Now. 1
of course bow with respect to Newton i
eastern states that have tried such a where the entire personnel of our
of Maine—Others "Wan- Newkirk, famed writer, educator ana
plan were uniformly adverse, al- welfare institutions and departments I
though temporarily suppressed.
might be changed over night at the j
inventor, and will even acknowledge
terknow"
"Maine has developed a commis- behest of a single political appointee? j
his solution of “Dunt's” problem to
sion plan of administering its welfare Is that likelv to make for good gov- ; An air mail letter encrusted with be correct by “daylight saving" time
institution that has worked extraor- ernment? However sincere its pres- th? "sealof Poland wasreccived Wed- as presented to him. It came to oui
dinarily well. Politics has been ent advocates, is not such an ar- j
d at
Malne Publicity Bureau attention on Eastern Standard Time
largely eliminated in the functioning rangement almost certain to fall on !
jii^hness P-incess Helena which though conducted on pa-allel
of the institution: graft has been a’- evil days?
Pubornvioska of Lwow. Poland, re- lines of great similarity is somewhat
most unknown and personal fayoritNo system could seem more nice„
that information be for- divergent in chronological, physio
lsm at the expense of the state or lv calcu’ated to make our lnstitu- '
)llrn mai, BiVine ln dethe institution has been reduced to a tions one hundred per cent political I
a
'informati0n of Maine's re- logical and zoological errata.
Now "Dunt" knows the meaning of
minimum
Mn
arroaror injury
inlurt’ to
fn rno
efafo than
than
minimum.
No greater
the state
any words I use just as well as I do
creational facilities.
“No adminstration has been able . that could be conceived."
The request from the princess is His vocabulary, as shown in his ef
the second to be received at the bu fusions of the past, contains multi
Smartly designed to grace your
reau in the past two weeks from tudinous phraseology, foreign to that I
sun porch or summer home.
noted persons, the other being a of the average school urchin.
Cretonne covered loose cushions.
similar request from Mrs. Ben Lyon
Just a word regarding Newton New- |
Now at a tremendous saving in
(Bebe Daniels) who also sought in kirk. He being a city man. really
thi sadvaneed sale.
formation about Maine's scenic figured the matter to the Nth power,
attractions.
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of course using a split second watch
Manager Coe despatched a choice Thus the fractional half leg on thc
selection of the newest pamphlets on total of 29 rabbits. And the queer
Maine with a personal letter to the
Princess, expressing the hope that average per "bunny,” 17 9-58 legs
each.
she visit Maine this Summer.
I am grateful to you, "Dunt" ano
Hundreds of letters have been re
ceived by Manager Coe in response to quick to express it, but I had a dog !
the announcement that the Ben about eight years ago that would I
Lyons are contemplating a summer have had those extra legs all snailea
in Maine. Most of the letters offered into a bail in about six minutes
A. Jay See.
choice homes fbr the use of the
Union.
couple while here and others had
house lots and homes to sell to the
“MAINE’S” BIG WEEK
movie stars.
In Wednesday's mail a letter was
received from Turkey, from a former Ex-Gov. Farrington Is Coming From '
We know you'll be thrilled when
resident of Orono and a member of
Hawaii To Deliver the Commence
you sre this value. Solid woven
the Class of 1876 at the University of
ment Address
backs, colorful cretonne cush
Maine. The letter was signed Francis
Wallace R. Farrington, former
ions. long settee, rocker and
H. Bacon and requested a map governor of Hawaii, will deliver the
chair.
“showing Washington County where commencement address at the Uni
I used to fish while at the University.” versity of Maine, Monday morning,
5100 DELIVERS
niiudrcilrt of staunch sailing and steam ships
During last week 1,606 letters were June 3. The commencement pro
are rolling and rusting away in harbors
received with 1,450 received over the gram will begin Thursday June 4, |
similar period a year ago. Results of and will continue through Monday,
along the Atlantic Coast, monuments to
State of Maine advertising this year June 8. Friday, June 5, will be class
changed conditions representing an invest
by the Publicity Bureau Is bringing in day; Saturday, alumni day; and
ment of millions of dollars. Conditions are
record number of replies, Manager Monday, commencement day.
Coe reports. In Tuesday's morning
constantly changing in other methods of trav
Phi Kappa Phi, honor society will
mail 643 letters were received, among hold its annual initiation and ban
el, shipping and business practices. For this
them one from Arecilo. Porto Rico,
reason business men find it worthwhile to
sent air mail and reaching Maine in quet Thursday. Friday morning at
9.30 the Alumni Council will hold its
keep in touch with new trends by frequently
three days.
The Maine Club of Pittsfield, Mass, annual meeting. At 2.30 class day
discussing matters pertaining to their busi
a club whose members are summer exercises will be held in the Oval
ness with their hankers. Here at the Securi
residents of Maine, shows six reels of followed by the pageant presented
ty Trust Company we are always glad to he
Maine's industrial and recreational by the All-Maine Women's Society.
of service to our depositors in this way.
facilities, taken bv Manager Coe and In the evening at 7.30 will occur the
Here's ail you need for your
loaned the Massachusetts group for president's reception, after which
porch, sun parlor or living room.
the
annual
student
hop
will
take
I
its meeting.
Four beautiful pieces—long set
place.
tee, chair, rocker, table. An
Saturday
will
be
given
over
en-1
I Men may be interested to know
rnsemble made by one of the
tirely
to
alumni
events
beginning
'
I that there is on the market a little
finest manufacturers of Fiber
with
the
annual
meeting
of
the
Gen

electric device which in seven
sets . . . now at a great saving.
eral
Alumni
Association
at
9.30.
fol

minutes will remove all the wrinkles
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I from any tie. except possibly the lowed by reunion class meetings.
At 12.30 the alumni and special class
marital one.—Boston Herald.
. TEAR OUT! MAIL IN!
luncheons will be held. Then there
will be a band concert by a band
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.
composed of University students.
Roekland. Me.
May 19.
Two hours will next be devoted to
J
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
fun in the form of frolics and a ball
I enclose 5............... deposit for
game. The final events of the day
with an XtK that ownfr"
.... ..........
price 5 ..................
will be the alumni banquet at which |
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Dr. Clarence Cook Little is to be the
I agree to pay $............. weekly
speaker, and the alumni hop.
r nanelnl Institullori! In, I , a Maine Corporation, ownimt a
if the i'ai'iral Slo.l -I I.'. Maine banks bavins total resource, ot more
Tlie
baccalaureate
service
will
be
Sea View Garage, Inc.
than »:n».000.'»00.
Over s.’> per cent of I he Common Stork
J
Name
ilutitms Inc
is owned bv Maine capital and the t orporat Ion la
689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1250 held Sunday at 10.30 in the Oval, if
na«ed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience In
weather
permits.
Rev.
H.
E.
DunROCKLAND
i I inc and financial operatIona.
Address
nack of Augusta is to deliver the
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
56-tf
sermon.
I

SLAMS CODE BILL

Rambles
A Held

TenantsHarborDays

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR

$179.50

V

House-Sherman, Inc.

IB

While 78 Last!

Extra Special!

Reed Rocker

’9

75

$ J 98

75c

IF

$49.50 3-Piece

Fiber Suite

$33

Save $20.50 on

This Suite
$4050

Monuments to changed

conditions

$85.00 4-Piece

Set ior
$59so

SECURITY TRUST

Company

ROCKLAND

-- ■TTCPTF ——
iffia

